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CAROLYN BELL

"The Dream"

It is a warm November Saturday. David is still raking up leaves and dried
grass into a stack, then wheelbarrowing it to the cleared area over near the fence.
I'm taking a break, sitting in the shade of a wattle.
Sometimes the breeze rustles the leaves. My eyes are shut but I see moving
flecks of light and dark. The sun is warm. And those flecks of light and dark:
it's like when you stand alone in the bush, near a gum. You touch the smooth
bark and smell the eucalyptus. You're quiet and still. Listening. Sometimes you
get the feeling that you're actually swaying.
When your eyes open, you can't see the gum or anything very clearly. It takes
a few moments for your eyes to get used to the light. And when you can see
again, your vision is sharper than it was before. At least that's the way it seems
to me now: gum trees aren't just gum trees anymore. I can't wrench off a handful
of leaves to smell them like I used to.

***
It's another world away from the city. In the bush. A wood. Athens.'
"I think I'll go to Greece while you're in Poland" I say, eyes still closed.
"Why?"
"Because I'd like to spend all my holiday in the sun."
"Stay with me in Poland and then we can go to Greece together. You'll find
plenty to do in Warsaw."
"No. I don't want to."
My eyes open.
"You and your bloody imagination" he says. "You'll only last two days by
yourself. Then you'll fly back to Perth, or come to Warsaw."
I smile at his insight. He's right of course. He often is. I think I can do
anything, but I can't. I keep making mistakes. I know there's more to life than
communing with trees. Or getting to Athens and realising that I've got to get
back to David.
David's strong, dependable. He doesn't say much. But I accept that. When
he's not around or if he doesn't want to talk to me, I just drift into my dream
world.
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But it's O.K. I'll be careful with those flecks of light and dark. I wouldn't
want to do anything that would hurt anyone, especially David. I need him. He
makes me land occasionally.

***
"I wish you were coming too" I say.
"You know what I think of the ballet. Anyway, I've got to burn off before
the wind starts up. The shire'll be onto us if it's not done soon."
He stares at his watch. Frowns. Walks towards the door.
"I've go to get started."
"What about dinner?"
"I'll have it later. No time now."
He loads the ute with a rake, shovel, buckets and drums of water. The door
slams closed, motor revs and the vehicle heads towards the east boundary fence.
It's dark as I leave the house but when the car reaches the top of the hill,
a brilliant red glow of horizon is visible for a few moments and then disappears.

***
I hate coming out by myself: the long, dark drive to the city, sitting in the
crowded theatre, alone. I hope I see someone I know. I wish David were here.
The lights are dimming. Perhaps he bought a ticket for himself when he picked
up mine. Perhaps he is sitting right behind me. Spying on me. I wonder if he
thinks he's going to find me meeting another man. That's ridiculous.
I decided that I didn't want to wait around at home for him on the nights
he went to his accounting meetings. It is lonely at home. We live at Forrestfield
you see, about 20 miles from the city, on a 10 acre block. One night David
had gone to one of his meetings. It was a stormy night. The branches of the
wattle kept scraping across the iron roof. I was in bed. Reading. Every time
I heard that scraping sound I'd think of Mr Lockwood in Wuthering Heights
and Catherine Linton calling "Let me in, let me in!" It was hours before David
arrived home. I didn't tell him about being scared though. I used to, but he'd
always say What's in your head isn't real.
After that I started to go to the theatre. I'd drop David off at the Chamber
of Commerce and go on into the city by myself.
"Sun Music" is on now. Golden figures leap and twist like the flames of a
midnight fire. But David's not interested. He's only here to spy on me. The
first performance ends. He moves out to the bar and stands alone in a darkened
corner. I come along a few minutes later. I pretend not to see him. I sit by
myself and read the programme.
When I have returned to my seat and the lights have dimmed, he returns
to the seat behind me. I wish he wouldn't act in this way. We could be watching
"The Dream" together. I don't like coming by myself. If he would stop playing
this silly game, we could be together. We could hold hands.
6
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***
Puck comes onstage. He finds Lysander asleep and sprinkles the magic potion
into his eyes. When Hermia wakes up, she finds that Lysander has deserted
her. Poor Hermia. I always feel so sorry for her. She has nobody.
The music changes and I look down to the orchestra pit. There is a man staring
at me, I think. His face is in shadow. He rests the bow on his knee. I look back
to the stage. But the music again draws me. He smiles. I am confused. I look
to the left and right but everyone is watching the stage. I look back at him.
He nods and smiles. I am even more confused. I frown and look at the dancers.
But I'm curious. He smiles, encouragingly. I smile, briefly. Then I watch the
ballet again. The next time I look down he is playing the violin. I watch. His
face is strong, gentle. He finishes his piece and stares at me.
The footlights brighten on Oberon and Puck. They watch the four lovers
whose movements have become quick and jerky, like those of puppets. Then
the spotlight shows Puck smugly observing his foolish mortals.
I now look down to the pit. It too has the effects of Puck's spotlight. The
man's face is now illuminated. He is grinning.

***
But now the Queen of the fairies dances with Bottom who wears the ass' head.
Poor Titania. She's deluded. She can't see Bottom's ears.
At last Oberon releases Titania and Bottom. Puck gets the potion right and
Lysander and Hermia get back together again.
The lights come on, dimly at first. The man and I remain in our seats.
Everybody else leaves the theatre. He walks over to the wooden fence that
separates the orchestra from the audience. I remain seated. He says Would you
like to come for coffee?

***
"So, I can't really play the violin" he is saying, "The conductor is a mate
of mine. He dared me to do it."
"Did you enjoy it?"
"Yes. Particularly looking at you."
"Was getting a woman part of the dare?"
"No." He looks down at the violin case. "Will you come home with me?"
"No."
"You aren't scared of me."
"I thought I could've been, but I know now I'm scared of the dark. Of being
alone."
"We could make beautiful music together." He grins.
I glance down at the violin case. Grin back.
"I believe in illusions" he says after a moment, "They're fun."
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"I know." I place a dollar note on the table and say Thanks for the coffee.
Goodbye.
He picks up the violin case and says, Yeah, goodbye.
I move quickly outside to the bright city lights. I have to blink a few times
before my eyes are used to the light.

***
From up on the hill I can see maybe ten small fires burning around the
boundary of the block. One, much larger than the others is a short distance
from the house. David is here.
He doesn't hear me. I stand watching his shadowed face. He is staring at
the midnight glow.
"How'd it goT' I say.
He turns. I can see his face clearly now. There are specks of ash on his hair
and shirt. His eyes are bright. He moves towards me.
"Everything was fine until the bloody wind started up. I wished you'd been
here to give me a hand. "
I brush the ash off his hair.
"Y ou mean it got out of control?"
"Only for a few minutes. A spark jumped the border and started a fire
amongst those dry gum leaves." He points beyond the cleared area. "But the
ute was handy so I put it out pretty quickly."
"I should've stayed home. It could've been critical. "
"Of course you shouldn't. The danger was only momentary.
He raises his hand to my shoulder. Smiles. We stand and watch the flames
rising. The air is warm.

***

8
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GLENYS COLLIS

The Mother And The Cat

The mother stood at the sink, peeling the potatoes, chipping viciously at the
wormholes.
Her feet burned and the pearly rivulets of veins in her legs sent shivery spikes
of pain into her back and melancholic shoulders. On the bench stood a tired
and grubby bunch of marguerites, their petals curled tightly back, their stems
dripping. She picked them up and went to throw them in the bin with the potato
scraps, then drew back, partly in sympathy with their bedraggled weariness,
partly in a sudden burst of revolt. Let them decay and stink until someone else
was driven to throw them away.
She had been out at work all day. Little ribbons of martyrdom were dragging
her forehead tightly back like an Alice band. The sitting-room next to the
kitchen showed, through its open door which hung drunkenly on one hinge,
signs of exhaustion rather like hers. It was, she sighed, one of those homes there
is no place like, with all the flotsam of adolescence covering floors and chairs
- books; dog-eared record covers with the gaudy violence of their pictures and
their wild-eyed graphics; discarded pens; broken and smelly thongs of various
shapes and sizes (but never a pair); cups thick with the murky curds of ancient
Milo. The sun was awash through the grimy windows, maliciously exposing
the dust and finger marks around the door handles.
The mother shook off the tight shoes from her swollen feet and kicked them
violently to the other side of the room as she fished out the fourth gritty potato
from the dark water and rinsed it under the tap. She saw how the brown earth
stains had sunk into the lines of her fingers and she sighed as she recalled that
her long hands, once silky, had been widely admired, but that seemed centuries
ago. Suddenly she raised the last potato above her head and swung it round
and round, seeing herself a dumpy little David, about to assault her Goliath
- the apathy of her family. With a shriek it exploded against the far wall,
spraying silver water and shimmering slivers of white froth over the table and
wall.
'I'm going mad!' she squealed in the delight of release. 'I'm Ophelia,' she
roared to the startled garden as she grabbed the bowl of battered daisies and
scattered them along the kitchen pathway where they lay in yellow clots. She
only stopped herself in time from throwing the vase after them, but it was a
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favourite after all and enough is enough, she shouted. Her imagination was
dizzy with intoxicating dreams of destruction. She would pitch the clock
through the splintering windows; she would hurl the iron through the television
set; the clothes the father dropped on the bathroom floor for her conscientious
garnering would burn in a glorious bonfire together with the children's debris
which lay on the floor like mouldering seaweed on a dusty beach.
But she didn't do any of these delicious things. It was half past six and the
dusky sky was already streaked with gold. The unwashed cups held the last
of the sunlight and the tall room was gradually obscuring itself, unearthly
squares of pUlsing light fretting the shadowy walls and disguising the squalour.
A thin shadow, a soft feathering of sighs, brushed against the passage wall.
The daughter's door closed with a gentle click. The mother felt her jaws clench
tightly, her teeth press together until they ached with tension. Every muscle
was taut and strained. Lucy was fifteen years old - clever, pretty, anguished,
complex. It seemed to the mother that her love for this girl and the pain that
accompanied such love, consumed her wholly, leaving nothing over.
And the mother's love tore at her daughter's heart with fierce, clawing fingers.
The mother drew herself tightly together, desperate to build within herself
a fortress against the alarming possibilities of Lucy's mood. A softly closed door
was far more ominous than a healthy, bad-tempered bang.
'Is that you, Lucy?' Silence. She teased the idea that it might be only a burglar,
an escapee, a murderer. Each horror, in its own way, was more desirable than
the thought of an unfriendly and brooding daughter.
'Lucy?' The mother felt herself drowning in the silence from the daughter's
room.
In the end Lucy pattered out and down into the kitchen on silent paws. She
looked up from under the silky stream of hair that blotted out most of her face
and two green eyes glowered at the mother, daring her to do or say the wrong
thing. Her thin shoulders were shrugging monuments of disapproval.
'How was school?' The mother drew courage to speak and groped for safety
in a banality.
'Mmm,' she replied, or didn't reply.
'Do you have any homework, darling?' The mother was withered by one of
those masterpieces of non-expression in which the daughter excelled.
Unmeaningfulness reigned.
The mother decided that it was high time to be assertive. 'Would you mind
getting the washing in for me please, dear?' But her voice was soft, timid,
propitiating.
'I'm tired. I'll do it in a minute.'
The mother had heard that before.
The daughter picked up the cat and crushed her small, pointed breasts into
the yielding fur. The walls of her room were covered with pictures of cats.
Sometimes the mother felt sure that the daughter was turning into a cat,
communing with Hecate and the spirits of darkness, melting into Heaven knows
whose hearts, but only when and where she chose. She is as impudent and
independent as any cat, thought the mother, as indolent, as subtle and as
fawning. Impossible to pin down, never to be owned. Not that the mother really
wanted to own the daughter, she hastily reminded herself - she had had quite
10
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enough of being owned when she was a child without wishing to pass on that
family blight onto her child. But she longed to build some sort of bridge between
them, however fragile
Instead she allowed herself to be stabbed by her daughter until her very life
blood seemed to drain away, leaving her feeling so often no more than the tired
ghost of a woman.
But now the daughter shone her sea-bright eyes at her mother and composed
her mouth into the shape of speech.
'I do believe she is going to talk to me,' thought the mother, refreshed by
the sweet possibility of intimacy with her cat-like child.
'Whatever has happened to your hair? It looks like the nest of some family
of manic-depressive starlings. And you've splattered potato peelings all over
your dress. You look disgusting. By the way, did you know the whole of your
knee is out of your stocking?, This was added more kindly, as if in parenthesis
to one far too dim to even notice the crotch-strangling, skeletal remains of what
was once pantihose, but was now no more than a tatty cobweb.
Yet there might still be something to be harvested from even this
unprepossessing seed. The mother quivered before answering.
'Well, I've been meaning to ask you. What do you think I could do with my
hair. I fancy something different.' The mother's eyes begged some tiny kindness
from her daughter, the sphynx.
'Try combing it for a start.' The daughter's mouth gaped in a dismissive yawn,
just not dislocating her jaw.
Sparks flew up from the coals of the mother's martyrdom - tiny passing
crimson glints of rebellion.
'Please put the cat down, bring in the washing, wash your hands and set the
table. AT ONCE!'
'Peter can do it. Why do I have to do all the housework just because I'm
a girl. You're supposed to be a feminist but you sure don't put it into practice
when it comes to me.'
The mother swallowed the impossibility of this debate with a scalding gulp.
'For a start because you're here and he isn't.' She dared not add what she knew
in her heart - that the son was the caring, willing helper in the household,
at least whenever you could catch that kingfisher spirit of his as he darted here
and there breathlessly through his life.
Then rebellion came up with a rush.
'Do as you're told - I'm sick to death of your laziness, your selfishness, your
sophistry.' The mother took time off from her disgust at the fishwife timbre
of her own voice to peck a crumb of pleasure from the flash of curiosity in
the daughter'S eyes at the word 'sophistry'.
The daughter drew a dangerously deep breath, curved her arm behind her
hip, waggled her impudent bottom and disappeared into the stale and drooping
garden.
'And turn on the hose while you're there.' If Lucy had a tail, she thought,
she would be flicking it at me.
The mother's sighs landed heavily among the potted ferns.
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She shifted the creaking machinery of her body into third gear and began
mechanically to prepare dinner. She chopped fresh chives for the salad, gathered
feathers of dill to toss into the potatoes. Much cheered by the thought of her
culinary skills for she was a hopeful cook, if a despondent housekeeper, the
mother hummed as she stirred a sauce fit for a king that she would pour over
the steak. Even the critical daughter would be forced to kneel before her in
gratitude and pleasure. STEAK! Prickling with panic and guilt, she recalled
that her daughter was not eating meat that week. She rummaged wildly through
the disordered pantry. What on earth was she to DO? Savagely she flung
spaghetti across the bench, salvaged two tomatoes from the salad and began
to furiously grind them into a sauce. 'Please God, let there be some cheese to
grate,' she whispered. She was frantic for a cigarette but knew she would be
caught before she could flush its guilty remains down the sink and fan the acrid
air. And here was the daughter returning, leaving a dispirited trail of socks
behind her. She hadn't turned on the hose, either.
'Don't cook dinner for me,' said Lucy, dropping the basket in the middle
of the kitchen and managing to disgorge what remained of its contents over
the dusty floor. 'I'm going to Jan's.'
The spaghetti sauce chortled hysterically on the stove.
'Why don't you ask Jan around here? It would be pleasant to return her
hospitality for a change. '
Green eyes mocked her. The mother boiled over in chorus with the sauce.
'Why don't you ever ask your friends here?' Her knuckles were doubled under
her chin, already defensive, her cheeks burning with fear.
The daughter ticked off the reasons brutally.
'Y ou talk too much. You're weird - not like an ordinary mother. You talk
posh. ' Then softly - 'and you always look a mess. '
The defiance in her eyes began to drown in a green sea of tears, but she slid
around so that her mother could not see.
'What time do you intend to be home? and how do you expect to get home?'
The mother's questions were sharp, frosted stalactites.
'Pick me up at twelve, please. I'll walk there.' The daughter's defiant little
back sagged just a little as if she knew she had gone rather too far.
'I'm not running after you any more, my girl. Not tonight, or any other night.
You can stay home forever for all I care. I'm finished with you.' The mother
fumed, but only in her heart. And then 'Eleven at the absolute latest,' the mother spat out through her pin-tight
mouth.
She felt that she had become a skittle, almost asking to be knocked over,
She despised herself for pleading, placating, begging: 'Please love me, my
daughter. Please don't despise me as I despised my mother. Can't we both savour
the sweetness of understanding and acceptance?
The daughter looked back at the mother with the mother's eyes, the sap
flaming through the wood.
The telephone stung the silence. The daughter picked it up in the sitting room
and spoke into it slyly, softly, furtively. She glowered at her mother through
the broken door that could not be closed, then, with a martyred sigh, took it
to her parents' room where she would stretch out sinuously like a cat and purr
12
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to her friend for the next thirty minutes at least. The mother's chill was external
as well as in her heart, but there was no way she dared face going to her own
bedroom for a wrap and risk being accused of eavesdropping.
Desolate, she poured herself a brandy and lay down on the sofa to be
comforted by the silky lilac sky. The brandy, which she had made too strong,
burned her throat and was probably responsible for the wash of tears in her
eyes. She thought of how she had looked in the mirror that morning. Her body
had hung slack, her breasts were rippled with wrinkles, her secret hairs were
grey. And now she caught sight of herself in the dimming window - eyes
sunken, shadowy, bruised, her face drained of colour, its contours greyly
hollowed out.
She felt her life had slowed down to an adagio.
Outside the window a family of magpies were making their evening meal.
Grey and white babies, as big as their parents, demanded and screamed, while
the older birds, harrassed, rushed back and forth in an impossible attempt to
satisfy the insistent, selfish greed of their offspring. What they really needed
was a solid whack from the parental wing or a quick flip out of their far too
comfortable nest, thought the mother bitterly. She willed the parents to fly
away, to leave the children to fend for themselves.
She felt welling up within her again the sweet madness of rebellion. She saw
herself walking out without good byes and settling herself into an opulent
solitude. She would squander her salary on clothes of gold and green and scarlet
silk. A harpsichord would stand on the rich blues and reds of a Persian rug.
Her evenings would trickle by in a silver stream of the Brontes and Bach, of
Proust and Telemann and Orlando Gibbons. There would be time for dreaming
and flutes of wine aglow with gold and ruby light. Her family could starve,
or be smothered under their own accumulating squalour, whichever happened
first.
But, of course, the warm satin water on which her imagination floated soon
was chilled by the recollections of the vast wilderness of ironing and cleaning
which had to be conquered after dinner. And the mother was now shivering.
She had to get her cardigan, even if it involved incurring the wrath of her
daughter yet again. She wondered bleakly why she was so afraid of a fifteen
year old girl.
Tucking her courage around her like a shawl, she stormed the bedroom.
The daughter was singing tunelessly to herself as she ironed. The father's shirts
hung fresh and crisp behind the door. Two of the mother's dresses lay carefully
pressed on the bed.
'Why not try an auburn rinse, Mum - it would show up your eyes and look
nice with your creamy dress.' Her green eyes slid into a smoky amber as she
ruffled her mother's hair and tossed a kiss vaguely motherwards. The mother
caught it where it lay on her cheek, warm and sweet as wine.
'You smell nice, Ma. Give us a hug?'
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PETER KIRKPATRICK

Heremai

Evening begins as a weak tea brewed in bricks
and concrete. July light keeps on pouring, but these
strengthen and their edges spread; ultimately
blacken. And that bitter taste is exhaust
from homebound traffic sighing north/ south, north/ south
over the slow river. Reflected trees blocked
in shadow on its bank appear written on it,
chance calligraphies. From a different angle,
maybe you too - a hyphen on the bracket's edge
of this bridge. Eastwards above the airport's veldt
pale sky becomes infused with stars as a jumbo
circles down. Streetlamps as stiff or hunched
as palms come on, bright ideas of night.
Notice the perfect standstill you've alone come to
here, with one hope behind you and another
nowhere obvious: how the only word
you truly hold also goes streets back or around
the corner, to a house you can't describe
known simply by its not exactly
joke name plucked in passing: Heremai.
The word you hold - curled now like some stray
mangey kitten beneath your shirt. Heremai.
It blinks. It stretches. Heremai. Heremai.

The word is hungry. You take it home.
14
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CHRIS HANLON

X-ray

Between them impatience had always been her keynote. It was the waiting
- he took hours longer to arrive, to come to terms. The more she harried that
vacuum cleaner down the corridors, the lower he slumped into his chair. By
the evening following his all night absence (surely the brazen challenge) there
had been no admissions whatsoever. He wasn't half the mind, half the person.
She had invoked the grocer - see what Mr Canatelli makes of you then watched disappear her husband's stolid passive shape, scarf trailing that he was
forgetting to wear, queues of cars alongside keeping pace as they banked up
outward bound - the mass release of a four day holiday.
They had always turned the family car into that same queue, Easter Thursday,
from the drive of the home which cringed back from the six lane highway behind
a futile screen of trees. By moonrise all the river valleys, looping through the
foothills of the range, would be filling with coloured tents, erected quickly in
the dark.
He was coming back. The zipping of their son's computer game began a
staccato countdown. Behind his door, crazed by the blatant holiday
cancellation, the boy would be sequestered for the duration.
She peeled back paint from the sill, while waiting for his walking shape. Dusk
sluiced faces from the rows of windscreens; headlight arcs were vibrating,
engines over-revving, almost clear of the suburbs. He walked adjacent
unconcerned, stiffening with each footfall, sockets locked stubbornly against
the gnawing tiredness. The grocer's scratch marred hands had loaded bags onto
her husband's chest, chin-tucked for balance, arms supportive.
The bags were on the table. Where the corner of a packet had pierced the
side she snatched at the spot. The guts spilled out. Voila.
"These apples are a disgrace."
One by one in her grasp he saw them for the first time. "No, they're the best
of the box dear, I swear. You wouldn't have chosen better yourself. "
"They must have leapt onto your fingers. A man like you doesn't choose,
doesn't know how."
"Y ou 'd have picked the same yourself." His typical, gentle insistence, trailing
away.
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"If I wasn't so nauseated by that traffic I'd march right down and prove you
wrong." She had set them in a wicker bowl, then on the streaky oak of the
table, pivot of the room. "Our fertile fruits arrayed ... " she remembered, at his
uneasy back.
He took one, and held it on his lap, where it turned a hemisphere of russet
spots. He chewed timidly, at a square of skin, then more. Eventually, with
growing assurance, the apple was finished.
She was shaking pots free from the cupboard. Her bitter labour became the
evening meal. She ladled out a clear consomme; had cut the kidneys into welt
shapes, beneath a mustard sauce. Then watched him eat.
Robert sat between the two, crude and analytic.

1. He reconstituted the apple that his father had eaten. Stood his mother
at the counter, at Canatelli's shop, eyes wide and hinting at the gaudy angled
mirrors - pears, cucumber, red peppers.
All the former fruit returned, exactly as before - the test.
About to choose, tongue notching out her lower lip, concentrating, she rolled
back several to shift one underneath. Mr Canatelli, arms akimbo, feeling every
bruise. Till she had six scruffy apples in her shopping bag.
The boy counted: from a box of seventeen, three of the former six.

They lay on the bed together, the house stilled except for the irregular bleeping
and chiming of their son's computer toy. The traffic on the main eastern highway
was moving freely drifting, for them, into the rhythmic undertone of wind,
motor and tyre that should encourage sleep. There was a long straight incline,
with no impediment to speed till past a gully and up the next hill.
He was waiting for her to eventually speak, knowing she would.
"What are you doing to us?"
Sigh. "You're doing it all to yourself."
On the other side of the lilac boss wallpaper the boy became a third presence
when his mother's anger rose in volume close to its real level. "All right start
all over then. Where were you last night?"
"Y ou can believe it or not. I can only tell it."
"Asleep in a flowerbed still?"
"Exactly."
There was no hurrying the man. She was expected to be forgiving, forgetting
- just minor transgressions. Lunch, three weeks time, he would ring her it would occur to him - from work, his finally earnest voice, "I know I should
have faced up to this before ... "
Correct.
"I've got a right to know."
16
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He was in his underpants on the quilt, their positions very formal, the
patchwork barely creased, perfume phials along the dresser. Scrubbed down.
He had appeared at breakfast amid a raffish scent. All her keen abilities, all
her animal rights, had unravelled the fug of gambling, whiskey, mud, guilt,
perfume ... in his clothes and hair. Scents now drying in her nostrils, doubt
replacing, in his favour.
"Forget it," he said, just as the electronic game, which had been building a
picket fence of chimes, at last reached an end, and ceased. There was a modillion,
on the cornice, which was as far as he could bend his vision back toward that
room, without rising. "You're letting it rule you, it's really not important. Just
a night with the boys, that's all."
She was getting some things.
He shifted, as if to be decisive. "Let's ... just sleep here, side by side, till
morning. See what morning brings. We're tired."
One hand on the door, the other fingers drilled back challenge, knuckles
swollen by worry - a tight, horizontal phalanx.
"Not tomorrow. Not next week. Now."
He curled back on the bed - against the promise.
Remembering the dangerous turn onto the highway, the concentration
needed, she didn't take the car. Young Robert heard his mother slam the door.
The sounds of traffic changed. Cars were stopping, idling - a big v-eight,
throaty; a Morris, eleven hundred, fifteen perhaps.

2. It was a machine, an idea that he had in the waiting room - of x-ray
- down a corridor somewhere at the hospital.
His father (owl-eyed, rigid, unblinking) stepped in, before the snouty lense.
A click.
The image of his father's body, the skin mottled, by other women, all the
places they had touched: a slender smear of gold across a shoulder; along the
belly, beneath the nap of flattened hairs, a wash of bronze.
An iridescent palm had cupped his cheek. A fingerful of muscle at the neck.

She lay in a ward with other victims. On nights like these - atypical nights,
Easter Thursday, highway menacing, the city desperately unwinding - she had
often wondered what it must be like, to be the one half-sitting in the ambulance,
speeding back the other way. Those along the highway wondered.
All she could smell, all she had sense enough to know, was an odour of petrol.
Or was it oil? That must have dripped onto her. Or been on the road already.
For a while she'd been clear, the pain had seen to that, but then weaker all
the time. A lot of blood around her groin, leg smashed, damp pants peeled
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back. Her husband's infidelity as remote now, as boulders in that landscape,
opening through that screen, a window through the screen. Another drip
hooked up; the nurse carried away, by a fresh swarm of activity. Voices raised.
Another face. A major catastrophe somewhere? Or just a lot of minor ones
like her own.
And they were digging a hole for her those little men, in the same landscape,
through the screen. But they were lazy men, little fellows with funny loose
pompom hats. Colourful. Sandy hair jutting at the collar, narrow chinned faces
the shape of almonds, long and velvety, restful velvet. Leaning on their shovels.
Each a different colour suit. One yellow. One red. One green. Oh no you silly
fellows you're so little, and so lazy, you'll never finish such a deep hole! They
smiled back, their acknowledgement, and were managing to press her hand.

3. He took his mother by the hand, to save her. She was moving, but
unconscious, with just the head flicking to a side, and back, at all the forces
heaving within.
The little plastic figures tumbled out into a pan. She was as fearful, and as
primitive, as a coconut, and he held her like that, the sides open, the little men
tumbling out.

18
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JULIE LEWIS

The Greatest of Herbs

The commission is simple.
My agent sent a telegram.
- Four Seasons Calendar. Supply four (4 only) illustrations as relevant.
Urgent.
I think about it for a while. Tempted to refuse. To leave my options open.
But I have to eat.
I have a new sketch book. Charcoal. Acrylics. Pigment. Gum. Like the book,
my mind is blank.
January - December. Twelve months.
Spring - summer - autumn - winter. Four seasons.
The two concepts are incompatible.
I make myself coffee.
The phone rings. Wrong number.
I see if the postman has been. The letterbox is empty.
I walk out onto the balcony.
The phone rings.
It is midday. Lunch time. I eat an apple. A handful of raisins.
The sketch book is still blank.

My mother has just come. She visits me every couple of weeks.
She is worried that I may neglect myself. Says I need someone to look after
me.
Here, she says, handing me a packet of seeds.
What's this, I say. The seeds of eternal life?
Vitamins, she says.
One does not live by bread alone.
She ignores me.
Grown on cotton wool, damp cotton wool, there's three weeks' Vitamin 'C'.
I've tried mung bean and fenugreek. But mustard seeds? and cress?
Later I examine the seeds.
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The cress is the darker in colour. Like burnt toast. Its outer husk is rough
and shaped rather like an arrow head. It looks as if it knows where it is going.
The mustard seed, on the other hand, is spherical. Smooth. Glossy. Larger than
the cress, but paler in colour. Like limpid honey. It holds unlimited potential.
Together they may make a meal.
I begin the preliminary sketches for the calendar.
The seeds have begun to obsess me. Perhaps it is my mother's influence.
As I have no cotton wool, I sprinkle them on a sponge and trickle water
over them carefully.
For a whole day they lie dormant.
I become impatient.
The seeds have swollen. Pale little knobs have erupted, each burgeoning like
the knuckle of a bent forefinger.
I keep up the watering.
I have made little progress with my illustrations.
A day later the little roots have stretched. Each seed with its roots looks rather
like a foetus.
Their progress is slow.
Gradually a complex mat of roots develops to anchor the sprouting seeds.
Shoots appear. The furled cluster at the tip of each begins to swell. Then
to open. Like a miniature forest they struggle higher towards the open window
above the ledge on which they are placed.
I watch fascinated by what is happening before my eyes.
I tryout several new ideas for the illustrations.
None works.
I follow the progress of the shoots until they reach maturity.
Tomorrow I shall harvest my crop.
First I must buy bread, butter and cheese. Then I shall shear off the green
tips. Smell their pungency and taste their peppery greenness.
All that vitamin 'C'.
I shuffle through the sketches I have made.
I still can find no inspiration.
During the night a transformation takes place. The cress still stands,
succulent, green, ready for my reaping. But the mustard shoots have grown
and branched and spread. They fill my kitchen. There is a strange musky
perfume. White flowers, waxy and heavy with scent, hang pendulous from the
branches. Above the window ledge two butterflies hover, performing a tentative
dance. Meeting, their wing-tips touch. They flutter apart, hesitant. They repeat
the sequence. I watch, spellbound by their beauty. They are black and quite
unburnished, the intensity of the colour throws huge coins of orange on their
wings into sharp relief. There is a bird, too, its fine red beak probing the throat
of one of the flowers. Its mate, two branches above, calls. Liquid notes. I hold
my breath and listen. The response comes softly, tremulous.
20
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I rush to my sketch book. With swift strokes my picture takes shape. I mix
my colours with gum and honey and block in birds and flowers. Finally, the
butterflies. Charcoal, with acrylic spots.
I am creating the kingdom of heaven.
My commission is finished. I pack it carefully and dispatch it by courier with
a covering letter.
- I can only conceive the year as a whole. Neither months nor seasons.
Accompanying this letter please find one (I only) illustration for the Four
Seasons Calendar commission.
Three hours later the phone rings.
It is my agent.
What kind of crap is this? he says.
My mother comes.
She looks at my dish of etiolated sprouts.
Picks up the dish.
Gingerly.
Throws the lot, sprouts, sponge and dish into the dustbin.
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NEIL PAECH

In My Dreaming

i shadow time.
& the night is that long-haired black dog
that my father wags. i pat it as it tongues me.
& in the shadows a figure made up of shadows

informs me of my father's shadowy departure for
some hospital for a check-up of those shadows
inside of him.
i leave him a white flag of paper, a black salute
on white paper wedged in the shadows of the railway
tracks as i take the car.
i drive a shadow. i
sit inside a shadow which drives thru shadows.
they wave as i drive off & i wonder how long they'll
last. shadows are only temporary matters.
it is a dangerous position to be in to be in
the head of a shadow. to have the mind & body
of a shadow
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This Time When I Visit

i notice for the first time since i've known him
that his vegetable garden's
just a bare patch of ground
with only a couple of uprooted cabbage stumps
left lying around
& the hose is unplugged from the tank's tap
& the fork & rake are lying face down
in the dirt
& there's a cat
openly stalking the budgie cage

& there are cobwebs
over the car headlights
& bird droppings & dust
over the bonnet & roof

& the back door's locked
& there's no answer when
i ring the doorbell
& the pansies are wilting
through not being watered

& so i know
my father's back in hospital
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& as i walk back down the st.
i think back on the time
when he was still lying in bed in the lounge
& one of the neighbour's children came round
looking for her duck
& none of us able to help her

it was just one of those simple moments
but everything adds up in the end
though i feel we've come up with a sum
where the working's working out all wrong
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The White Heron

it was that late, and one spring night, and warm
and i was out the back hanging out my slow washing
when i heard a sigh, like a breath, a hint of breathing,
and looked up
to see a white heron flying over the carpark,
its head stretched out
and clocked into its own solitary purpose,
its wings stroking it through its rhythm
and as i scanned it, so strongly strangely out of place
above the asphalt and parked cars and glass and corrugated iron
and wire mesh and brick walls,
it passed on over the bowling alley and motel roofs
with a silent oaring,
until it had disappeared over that last wall which slid up
like an eyelid and blinked us out of sight
and it seemed like a ghost
and it was then that i thought of my father lying dying
in his hospital bed,
wrapped up in his white sheets like wings,
head nesting on his white pillow
and scrubbed flat by those white walls,
his each night a having to learn to fly all over again
through his head
with the function of his slow breathing, the engine of his trying,
and his fishing sighing
and it was then that i was able to believe in the romance
of my father once again
and an old man's hard untying as he passed me by
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Memorial

it's my father's funeral day & he argues around my mind
with quiet hands. there is a slow terror that gasps below
my skin, of memory that washes up against the rocks,
then out to sea again. i cannot swim. & nor could he
i am full of alien. i am out of space
i have a relationship with grief that's far too close.
i doubt myself. everything is full of crumble.
i vibrate. i rock. i am no longer stone but wood & air.
i am porous
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ANNA BlANKE

The Last Judgement

Granny is watching New Faces.
You sang that with great confidence. You gave the notes their full value. You
have a great future.
A great future, Granny. Do you hear that? He gave her thirty-nine. Thirtynine means you have a great future. I'm nearly thirty-nine.
Were you once thirty-nine, Granny? Granny nods, accepting it all. A good
judgement, a good song, a good singer. Granny is dying in front of New Faces.
And she nods, accepting that too.
I have to watch the next act to see if I agree with the judges. If I do, I too
nod and know that the future is secure. If I don't, I explain to Granny through
the next advertisement why the judges were wrong. But it troubles me and the
horizon wobbles and I fear I may fall over the edge.
Tonight I have an important task:
What, said Lawlor, are the ten greatest novels?
Immediately we want to define limits, make sure we understand the rules.
English novels only?
Does that include the novella?
Can you have two by the same author?
Lawlor has emerged from the stall where he works and leans against the
dictionaries on the window ledge. He often plays leader with us because one
day, in the undefined future, we all are certain he will be a headmaster. We
have swung round from our desks, red pencils still in hand, to make this new
assessment. He sharpens our questions. Only Reg marks on. We need more
space to grasp the possibilities of this challenge. Egan starts to bounce an old
tennis ball - confiscated some months ago - extending the limits.
What about The Iliad?
And Dante?
Suddenly the world is ours. If we can rank them, War and Peace better than
The Magic Mountain better than Middlemarch, we will have it - the treasure,
the pearl, the dewdrop shimmering with its mystery. With the past captured,
a red carpet will unfurl itself into the future.
Tonight I will make my list.
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***
The judges don't like the magician.
You lack presentation.
Your dialogue slowed you up.
Old tricks.
Thirty-five.
Thirty-five and eternal damnation. Flames will eat out his bowels. His limbs
will be torn apart by wild beasts. Vipers will crawl through his eye-sockets. I'm
glad I'm not thirty-five any more.

***
Egan tosses the ball to me, without warning, from under his wrist, so I nearly
miss it. I throw it at Reg and it rolls onto his pile of essays. He grumbles at
us. He can't decide whether to award this essay nine or ten. Whatever he writes
down will affect whether or not the student becomes a nurse. Will determine
how many children she is to conceive. Will decide if middle age is to bring on
an obsessional neurosis.
Along with my marking, I pack up tonight's task and rehearse possibilities:
Moby Dick; Madame Bovary. I turn the calendar to tomorrow. Wednesday
the sixth of July is introduced by topsy-turvy simplicity:
When everyone recognised beauty as beautiful, there is already ugliness;
When everyone recognised goodness as good, there is already evil.
In the Japanese net of jewels, every jewel contains the reflection of all the others.

***
Once Granny was related to Harold Macmillan. Jennifer Finlay, born 1897
and not always a grandmother, used to roam along the lines of the family
genealogical chart and, skipping over a few marriages and distant cousins,
proudly claimed the Prime Minister as hers. Once. Now Granny doesn't know
who she is. Just lies in her tiny space nodding and smiling, part of it all, while
it is part of her. Not so long ago the empty moments of the house were filled
with the swish of long petticoats and the smell of mustard gas which took away
her brothers and the exasperating stubbornness of a donkey which refused to
take little Jenny Finlay wrapped up in pink satin bows to a birthday party.
But the past has gone. Granny has shrunk. Occupies hardly any time at all now.
Simply fades into her pillow. Eats what she is given, without hunger.
To eat is to survive to be hungry.
To succeed is to fail.
Granny hums along with the New Faces singer, oblivious of his faults.
If I include both Wuthering Heights and Pride and Prejudice will they think
I am over-stressing the feminist line?
My list is nearly complete. Should I rank them top to bottom, or worst to
best?
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An outstanding list.
Very well presented.
You show great understanding of the novel form.
I gave you forty.
Forty! Angels spun with stars will blast their joyful trombones and roll back
the curtains of heaven.
Granny has wet the bed.
She lies in the warmly spreading pool and bobs her head. Quick: change the
sheets; wipe your plastic underlay. I will give you a dettol bath.
When I snap on the light, the bottles on the medicine shelf throw images
at one another and hold them fast. I swing the cupboard door and the reflections
swivel. I shut it and they die. Dettol drifts into underwater clouds.
I am in the mirror. But diminished. A mirror should flatter, improve, give
one confidence. It is too jUdgemental this mirror. It exaggerates the guarded
expression that lurks about the eyes. It takes far too much upon itself. After
all, I am standing here. It has dared to step away and present me with another
me. It is about to compare us.
My toes feel pleasantly soothed with a gentle, silent warmth.
The bath is running over.
Passively, meekly, colourlessly, water trickles down the tiles, diffusing over
the carpet and soaking into my slippers.
Without confidence.
Without intention.
It should fail.
Turn off the towels! Mop up the tap. Pull buckets and sopping pails. Shut
the door! Be calm - alert Granny. Take off your feet. Quick!
I stand there in front of my image - unable to decide - letting the water
swallow me up.

***
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The Convict Experience

The following section contains the text of the addresses presented at the
"Convict Experience" symposium, held on II July 1985 and organised by the
Extension Service and the Department of History of the University of Western
Australia. The editing of the papers by the symposium chairman, Frank Broeze,
has remained limited to a minimum; his introduction and conclusion to the
symposium have been united for the purposes of this publication.
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FRANK BROEZE

Introduction: The Convict Experience and
Australian Society

In introducing this set of papers on aspects of Australia's convict experience
it may be appropriate to start by emphasising the striking change that has
occurred in the general standing of the convicts in our national history and
ideology. For a long time the convict past was remembered and studied with
considerable ambivalence, and the existence of a convict amongst a person's
ancestors was regarded with embarrassment or even shame. Such stained origins
were frowned upon and repressed. In contrast, nowadays very few if any people
remain committed to maintain the veils of secrecy that shrouded ancestral
ignominy; indeed, the existence of a convict forebear often is a source of great
interest and positive pride. The time when convicts were exorcised from the
collective and individual minds of Australians is now firmly past, and both they
themselves and their influence on the development of Australian life and society
can now be investigated and evaluated more dispassionately and fruitfully then
ever before. The following papers demonstrate how fertile this new
psychological climate is and how new ideas and new approaches can lead to
fundamentally new understandings of our past.
Before indicating some of the major areas to which new interest and research
may be directed it is illuminating to reflect on the causes of the tremendous
changes that have come over Australians' attitudes towards the convict past.
In their own particular way they reflect just how much Australian society in
general has evolved since the seeds of change began to germinate. This historical
moment can be identified as the end of World War II, since when six major
factors appear to have been at worl\. Although distinct and to a certain extent
autonomous in origin and nature, they often interlocked and collectively were
extremely dynamic.
Firstly, and perhaps most fundamentally, there has been a remarkable rise
of popular interest in history in general. Underlying this development were the
greater wealth of the community, higher levels of education, and the much
greater exposure of the public to reading, listening and viewing material.
Publishing houses, newspapers, magazines, radio and T.V. stations were not
slow in responding to what was soon perceived to be a strong interest amongst
all strata of the community, and further kindling it. To a certain extent one
can also recognise in this craving for history a romantic reaction against
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Australia's increasingly materialistic society and values (very often,
paradoxically, promoted by the same media), in which the convicts could play
a particularly apposite role. One should also not overlook the contribution
made by professional historians. Sometimes this could be through the
publication of seminal studies, sometimes through engagement in controversies
that captured public interest and involvement, such as the debate over the
origins of the first settlement at Botany Bay, in which the convicts occupied
a central place.
Secondly, by the 1940's and 1950's the convict period was receding to the
distant past, and no direct links seemed to exist any more between that time
and the present. Too many other events had occurred that had left their imprint
on Australian society; although it is perhaps remarkable that Gallipoli and the
First World War had not yet been able to bring an end to the 'convict stain'
idea, the impact of the Second World War certainly went far towards such an
effect. More specifically, and this may be the third factor, the general
reorientation of the Australian nation during and after the Pacific War was
of importance here. The traumatic war years saw a turning away from Britain
that was of a much more profound nature than only in the realms of military
strategy and international politics. It also meant a loosening of the imperial
and Commonwealth link that made people regard their past relations with
Britain from a new perspective. Less inhibitive emotions were now involved,
and in consequence also the convict period could be contemplated without
prejudice or shame. Significantly, after an initial period in which the popular
image of the convict was that of a virtually innocent victim of a foul system
(thus perhaps reflecting Australian opinion about the manner in which it felt
the country had been misled by Britain's Singapore strategy), the first serious
analyses of the convicts' crimes seemed to indicate that many of them were hard
cases. This view, accepted with moral equanimity, became almost a new
orthodoxy (it is the leitmotiv of the film Lagged that was also shown during
the symposium) before it, in turn, was challenged.
Fourthly, the convicts became caught up with the search for an Australian
identity and character that is still the subject of heated debate. It was obvious,
in this context of reviewing the whole of Australia's past and trying to construct
an ideological explanation of it, that the convict past could not be hidden; and
that, indeed, it could well constitute a significant, perhaps even vital, element.
In the rapid rise of nationalist feeling in the face of massive immigration soon
after the end of World War II (and in particular of that of many non-traditional
ethnic groups of migrants) the country's history was soon felt to be an integral
part of its essential being. Perhaps more than anything else this new nationalism
(new in character also because it was not primarily directed against Britain)
served as an integratory mechanism to make the convicts fuse into general
Australian history.
How successful this integration has become can be seen from the position
the convicts are now occupying in Australia's two major ideologies. In 1958
Russel Ward, in his epoch-making book The Australian Legend, outlined what
may be called the egalitarian view of Australian society, built around the
interrelated themes of the bush ethic, mateship, anti-elitism, etc. In his historical
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explanation Ward used the convict experience as one of the pillars of his thesis.
While this can be seen as arising naturally from Ward's left-wing views, it is
surprising to see Geoffrey Blainey, who is certainly not of the same political
persuasion, in his The Tyranny of Distance (1966) accept Ward's central ideas
as his own. Perhaps this may be accounted for by the absence of an alternative
interpretation and the eclectic nature of Blainey's method. But in 1983 John
Hirst in his Convict Society and its Enemies did provide a fully developed
alternative. In this book he portrays convicts as individuals likely to pursue
their own advantage and as budding entrepreneurs keen to use the existing
system for their financial advancement. In his view they were very much a part
of the origins of our capitalist, market-oriented society and thus firmly take
their place in liberal-conservative ideology about Australian society.
Fifthly, since 1945 there have been profound changes in the concerns of
professional historians that in due course have percolated through to the
community at large, changes that ran parallel to and at the same time reflected
the general democratization of both society at large and academic life.
Historians now are not only interested in the politics and administration of
convictism, or debates over its impact. Echoing the broad development of social
and demographic history they have a concern to write about and understand
also the non-prominent parts and persons in society, and to attempt to
'experience' historical society at all levels. This leads in particular to vigorous
interest in those at grass-roots level who often did not leave any written or other
records, those who existed as statistics but had no human character. Three
projects stand out here: Robson's 1965 analysis of 7,500 convicts who arrived
in eastern Australia, Sandra Taylor's 1978 study of 3,000 Western Australian
convicts, and finally the most ambitious project to date, that about which Barrie
Oyster reports in one of the following papers.
Sixthly and finally, there is the remarkable rise in popularity of local and
especially family history. Historical and genealogical societies have increased
in number and become more democratic in nature. Their proceedings are not
any more dominated by the classical pioneer legend that itself has become a
populist ideology by incorporating workers, women and convicts. Indeed, it
is easy to see how pride in the rise of country and! or family can incorporate
the positive embracing of convict ancestry, as little better evidence of social
mobility can be found. Although there are often still traces of selfcongratulation in this, also here the more 'objective' quest for finding one's
collective and individual historical roots, and with it a more mature attempt
to understand one's past, appear to have taken the upper hand.
In order to achieve a better and more intimate understanding of the 'convict
experience' much remains to be done. Three major areas can be identified for
future research; the papers of this symposium help to indicate these areas. The
first aspect is that of the background of the convicts. Traditionally, the main
question turned around the 'quality' of the convicts, usually judged by the crimes
they had committed before transportation and after arrival in Australia. More
recently, it has been suggested that in this form the question is not the most
significant one to be put, although for obvious reasons it cannot be ignored.
More important has become the analysis of the convicts' socio-economic
origins, particularly in the form of the occupational analysis now undertaken
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by Barrie Dyster and his colleagues at Sydney. Their investigation, moreover,
promises to yield valuable material and data about the skills and mental
accomplishments the convicts brought with them. Even bearing in mind the
problems in interpreting contemporary statistics about literacy (as identified
convincingly by Noelene Reeves), a close look at these issues cannot but be
extremely fruitful, especially when taken in comparison with the attributes of
the free immigrants of Australia.
Other 'background' issues that warrant further investigation and
interpretation are the composition of the convicts in terms of gender (some
25,000 out of the total of 160,000 were female), age, geographical origin
(especially by differentiating city, town, village and rural people), or the basic
nature of their crime. About 1,000 were political rather than criminal prisoners;
were their experiences in the final analysis significantly different, and if so, in
what ways? Often totally overlooked is the racial element. This concerns not
just the distinction between English, Scottish, Welsh and Irish, but also the
approximately 3,000 convicts who were black or coloured.
Secondly, one needs to consider the fate of the convicts in Australia itself,
whilst they were convicts or ticket-of-leave men. How did they experience their
living and working conditions? How did their masters react to having convicts
to work with? How did they compare to free or indentured labour? Who were
the convicts who 'relapsed' into secondary crime and why did that happen? Can
particular patterns be established relating them to particular backgrounds?
Generally speaking, the connections between the origins of the convicts and
their Australian experiences have as yet hardly been explored. This, of course,
also applies to the cases of convicts who did well. Foremost amongst them was
Samuel Terry, the famous 'millionaire' of Botany Bay, who at his death in 1838
left a fortune of half a million pounds sterling. He is probably the most a-typical
of all convicts, but nevertheless demonstrated what opportunities existed. There
was that extraordinary convict, Henry Herring, the only man ever to have been
transported three times to New South Wales (he had escaped twice, but each
time was caught again). When in 1838 he became a ticket-of-leave man, he had
714 pounds to invest and to employ convicts himself. How important in this
context was the intended 'reform' of the prisoners during their term (as Noelene
Reeves shows, a fascinating aspect of the Western Australian convict period)?
Equally important is to analyse more critically just how convict transportation
influenced the economies of the Australian colonies; as Pamela Statham argues,
their introduction into Western Australia was probably sought more because
of the capital expenditure that accompanied convictism than because of an acute
labour shortage. The role and direction of that expenditure (borne by the
imperial government in London) needs to be investigated as much as the public
and private employment given to the convicts.
Thirdly, there is the experience of the convicts - and their descendants after the expiration of their term. To what extent and how did they integrate
into colonial society? What geographical and social mobility did they display?
From Rica Erickson's account it becomes clear that the life of the expiree is
not only a vital part of the convict experience itself, but also a crucial element
in our attempt to understand what the convict period has meant for the general
development of Australian society. Many historians have concerned themselves
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with the convict period itself, but only very few have continued their researches
into the next one or two generational cohorts. It would, for example, be most
illuminating to compare the lives and experiences of children and grandchildren
of convicts with those of the two generations of descendants from indentured,
assisted and free immigrants. Including also a colonial and regional comparative
perspective, it is only in this manner that we can gradually form more precise
ideas about how the convicts' legacy (in its human as well as socio-economic,
moral and material dimensions) merged into Australian society.
From the preceding it will be clear what challenging tasks still lie ahead in
family, local, regional and national studies. But, as the four following papers
show, it is equally clear that the rewards to be reaped from the adoption of
new perspectives, as yet untapped or neglected source material and innovative
methodologies are great. Ultimately, this will lead us to a better understanding
of not only the convict past itself, but also ofthe place of the 'convict experience'
in the development and ideology of our modern Australian society.
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Government House under construction. Courtesy Battye library.

Government House in the late 1860's with convict workers in foreground. Courtesy
Battye library.
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PAMELA STATHAM

Origins and Achievement: Convicts and
the Western Australian Economy

It has been traditionally supposed that the arrival of convicts in June 1850
'rescued the Swan River Colony from collapse'. That view, however, can be
shown to be palpably false. Modern research has vindicated W.H. Kimberley's
view, expressed in the 1890's, that although the settlement might not have
progressed as rapidly as it did with convicts, the small colony was hardly on
the point of collapse in 1850 1• New industries had been opened up in the late
1840's, the boundaries of settlement had been pushed further out, and exports
had grown from a meagre £ 13,000 in 1845 to nearly £30,000 in 1850 2 • Given
a total population of under 5,000, that was a remarkable achievement.
Why then were convicts introduced to Western Australia? Is it true that they
were necessary to overcome a severe shortage of labour? This is the most
commonly held view and was one of the reasons given in early 1847 in a petition
to the Secretary of State for colonies, signed by 200 people, asking that convicts
be sent to Western Australia. 3 Why also should the British Government have
decided to send convicts to Western Australia when they had withdrawn them
from New South Wales (transportation ceased there in 1840) and were on the
point of withdrawing them from Tasmania (which they did in 1853)?
The answers to these questions are not as simple as most existing texts would
have us believe. 4 The 1847 petition was in fact instigated by a relatively small
group in response to a sandalwood cutting boom which gripped the colony from
1846 to 1848. Sandalwood had been discovered growing over the Darling ranges
and inland by Ensign Dale in 1832, but had not been exploited until its quality
and commercial potential were recognised by Chinese and Lascar labourers
working on pastoral properties in the mid 1840'S.5 As the light fragrant wood
was easy to cut and fetched prices of up to £15 per ton overseas (other timber
fetched only £4/ 10/ - per ton) it acted as a magnet to labourers and landowners
alike, who all foresaw quick riches, much like gold in the following decade.
The exodus to cut wood and the exigencies of transporting it to Fremantle had
two major effects: first a temporary labour shortage that was most acute on
pastoral properties in the Avon valley, and second, a rapid deterioration of
roads and scarcity of transport for other purposes. This also most affected the
York pastoralists who responded by drafting a request for a limited number
of convicts, preferably first offenders, to be sent from Britain to work on the
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roads and other necessary public works and then returned at the end of their
sentence. Moreover, they demanded that the British government should meet
all the costs of transporting and maintaining all convicts sent.
Their views won wide support when merchants and artisans were confronted
with the benefits that they were assured would accrue from such an injection
of British funds: markets for foodstuffs would be enlarged, so helping the
farmers; roads and much needed public works would be constructed without
taking work from free labour and without any need to increase taxation! It
was persuasive and gained considerable support as the 200 signatures testify.
But the petitioners were primarily convinced by the benefits of additional British
government expenditure, not by the addition to the labour force. After all, they
were asking for a limited number of first offending convicts who were to be
returned at the end of sentence. In 1847, however, they did not have the support
of the Acting Governor, Captain Irwin, or of the Legislative Council most of
whose members were totally opposed to the introduction of convicts, having
been attracted to the colony by its non-convict, free enterprise status. However,
things were to change.
With the gradual exhaustion of sandalwood trees within a feasible distance
from Fremantle, labour began returning to the towns early in 1848. The
temporary labour shortage was over except for the pastoralists who found that
few ex-sandalwood cutters were prepared to accept the continual isolation that
shepherding would mean. This sector of the community was therefore still
adament in its demand for convict labour. The remainder of the popUlation
by late 1848 had either lost interest or were actively opposed to transportation
of any kind. But as fate would have it, the pastoral sector of the community
- representing a meagre 12-15% of all adult males, managed to gain ascendency
in the Legislative Council in 1847 by filling three vacancies brought about by
the creation of an extra place, a death, and a resignation. With the arrival of
Governor Fitzgerald in early 1848 (replacing Irwin), the Legislative Council's
opposition to convicts was successfully quashed. Fitzgerald was pro-convict
himself and had been instructed by the British government before his departure
to further sound out Western Australia's attitudes to the reception of convicts.
At the same time he had to stress that the British government would on no
account remove convicts at the end of their sentences, and was very unwilling
to expend funds on their maintenance. It was prepared, however, to send out
'Pentonvillians' (first offenders, who had been detained at the model Pentonville
Prison) to Western Australia to be employed and kept by settlers after arrival.
For three months the pro's and con's of accepting a limited number of
Pentonvillians were debated among the colonists and in the press, culminating
in a public meeting in February 1849. At that meeting it was generally resolved
that with Pentonvillians Swan River would in effect be a convict colony but
not have the concomitant advantages of a large expenditure, and that labour
alone would not meet the colony's needs. Fitzgerald paraphrased this in his
despatch of 3 March 1849, when he stated the 'settlers deprecate receiving only
exiles ... because labour without capital can do them no good'. Only if the British
government fully footed the bill would colonists agree to give up their
independent status and receive convicts. 6
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So, if there is anyone simple reason for Western Australia's acceptance of
convicts it must be lack of development capital, not a lack of labour. It should
also be noted that even at this stage, March 1849, the only 'convicts' anticipated
by the colonists were first offenders, men with light sentences for relatively
minor crimes who on arrival in the colony would be effectively free on a ticketof-leave or good behaviour bond.
On the other side of the world, however, that very same month, March 1849,
saw the passing of an Order-in-Council constituting Western Australia a fully
fledged penal settlement. But the normal practice of publishing this order in
Hansard was suspended by Lord Grey because the Governor and Council of
Western Australia had yet to be informed. 7 The British government was in fact
in the process of deceiving the colony in an attempt to relieve a growing problem
within Britain. With the cessation of transportation to New South Wales in
1840, various experiments had been tried in England to deal with convicted
felons but had met with little success and considerable public outcry. As Lord
Grey told parliament in 1850 approximately 5,000 prisoners were sentenced for
transportable crimes each year yet total prison accommodation could only take
2,000. 8 By the end of the 1840's therefore a new outlet was urgently needed,
but the Cape Colony, Canada, Ceylon, Bermuda, Mauritius and New Zealand
had all refused point-blank to take convicts of any description; New South
Wales remained anti, and opposition was growing in Tasmania, the only
Australian colony still taking convicts. 9 Under these circumstances the 1847
Western Australian petition for limited-term convicts came as a god-send.
At first the British intent seems to have been to send out 'exiles' or well
behaved convicts in small numbers, much as requested (though not on a limited
term basis), but this was overthrown by arguments put forward by Jebb, the
Commissioner of Prisons. He maintained that the best-behaved convicts should
be used at home, and that the minimum establishment necessary to support
a group of 100 convicts (in terms of warders, overseers, chaplains, surgeons
etc) could just as well service a much larger group of 300 to 600. 10 Economy
won the day, and it was decided that ultimately there should be an establishment
of 500 or more convicts at Swan River. The first draft of men was chosen and
readied for departure late in 1849, before the colonists (or the Governor) had
been informed of the change of plan.
In fact when the first convict transport Scindian arrived late in June 1850
(the colony's 21 st birthday) no agreement had been reached between the British
government and the colony on the terms to govern the transportation of such
men, including the vital point of who was to pay for their maintenance.
Righteous indignation from the colonists, who justly felt hood-winked, forced
the British government to agree to defray all expenses of the convict
establishment in the colony as well as ensuring that an equal number of free
emigrants would be sent to the colony at its expense, to ensure no 'imbalance
between the convict and free population'. I I It was also agreed that no women
convicts would be transported. On this basis Swan River entered a new era.
Between 1850 and 1868 a total of 9,635 convicts were introduced to Western
Australia. They were accompanied by an almost equal number of free
emigrants, including the Pensioner guards (who looked after convicts during
transportation), and their families and young single women recruited to 'balance
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the sexes'. All told, it meant a population explosion of almost 400%13, which
had to have had an enormous impact on the small, pre-convict economy. The
impact was accentuated, moreover, because at least a quarter of the total arrivals
came in the first three years, and many of these first convicts were eligible for
their tickets-of-Ieave on disembarking! 14 Relatively suddenly then, the colony
had to feed, house, and occupy thousands of extra people. How did it cope?
What were the major achievements of the convict era?
To my mind, the convict era achieved three major benefits for Western
Australia: (I) offsetting the exodus brought about by the announcement of the
discovery of gold in Eastern Australia; (2) providing a larger internal market
and an injection of purchasing power that affected all sectors; and (3)
constructing much needed public works in the form of roads, buildings and
bridges.
1.

Offsetting a Gold Exodus

Although it has been argued that there was no general labour shortage in
the Swan River Colony in 1849-1850, the loss of the 400 odd men who left
for the goldfields between 1850 and 1853 would have caused considerable
hardship.15 It is only in this context that convicts can be said to have 'saved'
Swan River Colony. It is true that many of the emigrants in the 1850's were
ex-convicts who had received their conditional pardon, but Coglans estimate
of over 3,000 departures from 1850 to 1860 inevitably contained many of
the pre-convict population. 16 In fact, it was reported in the press that a
number of the families and young single men who left between 1850 and
1853 did so as much in disgust with the convict arrivals as with news of the
discovery of gold. 17 Mobile young working men with some savings would
have been incited to emigrate, moreover, by the decline in their wages
following the arrival of convicts, for according to the Perth Gazette they fell
60% between 1850 and the end of 1852. 18
2.

Providing a Market

Between 1851 and 1860 the British government spent some £906,000 in the
colony on wages and salaries and foodstuffs.19 That represented
approximately £182 per convict per annum and was continued right through
to 1868. Such a large injection could not help but have beneficial effects on
the colony as a whole. One of the most significant retarding effects on the
colony before 1850 had been the small size of the internal market. It was
of little use to expand the acreage under cultivation, or increase wine
production, or specialise in vegetables, orchards, etc. while the market was
so very small. Most individuals were relatively self-sufficient growing their
own vegetables and keeping chooks, pigs, etc. Similarly, services were kept
at a minimum, people made their own soap and candles - there weren't
enough non-producers to make commercial production pay! Now, all that
had changed. The Pensioner guards with their pensions, overseers and
officials on salary, and even the ticket-of-leavers on wages had money to
spend on goods and services. New industries blossomed, and as money earnt
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was spent and provided income for others, more opportunities opened. At
first the increased demands were embarrassing as it took time to adjust, so
in the meantime imports soared (increasing from £52,000 to £169,000
between 1850 and 1853) and prices for many types of goods increased
considerably. Price increases opened the way for competition, too, and
farmers were soon complaining that the government was accepting South
Australian wheat in preference to their own - which it was because of its
lower price. 20 Nevertheless, over the period production was increased and
wheat acreage grew almost seven times from 4,416 acres to 30,323 in 1868. 21
With the growth of local production for the expanded domestic market came
a similar expansion in the service industries - bakers, butchers, barbers and
boatmen all ran profitable businesses as the popUlation increased and money
changed hands. Reflecting the improved monetary state of the colony was
the situation of the banks and other financial houses that grew in number
and diversity over the period. In 1863 for example, the Western Australian
Bank was able to declare a dividend of 30%, an unprecedented figure. 22 The
banks were undoubtedly assisted by high export returns, as the colony's total
exports rose a staggering 697% during the convict era. 23 Unfortunately,
however, this was still insufficient to cover the value of imports and the
Balance of Trade remained in deficit throughout the period and stood at
minus £49,000 in 1868. 24 This potential leakage from the colony was of course
offset by the British government's injection of funds to support the convict
establishment (which would appear in the modern Balance of Payments) as
well as by the capital introduced by new immigrants and remittances from
friends and family in England. Nevertheless the disparity between the value
of exports and imports worried politicians of the time and meant that
encouragement was given to any new import-substitute industry. With the
varied skills introduced by the convicts the colony therefore saw the
development of many new industries (such as boot and shoe manufacture)
that had been impracticable before. These developments augured well for
the future when convict transportation would be brought to an end and the
colony once more thrown onto its own resources.
3.

Public Works
It was in this area that Western Australia received the most long-lasting

benefit from the convict era. Even today we still use buildings that were
erected by convict labour, and their bridge and road builliing formed the
foundations for our present structures. However these benefits accrued very
slowly at the time and residents were no doubt disappointed with the slow
progress made on public works in the first five years of convict
transportation. The problem was that the early convict arrivals were of a
better type than later arrivals; and had already served most of their prison
sentences in Britain. 25 As a result many were eligible for tickets-of-leave on
arrival in the colony (ie. they could go off and work independently for private
settlers), and the rest had relatively short prison sentences to serve before
they, too, were eligible for tickets-of-leave. So the number available for public
works was reduced. Furthermore, the most pressing need in the early days
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of the convict system was for a prison to accommodate convict arrivals, and
so most effort went into the construction first of a temporary depot and then
of the large goal at Fremantle. The latter took its first inmates in 1852 but
was not fully completed until 1857.
It is true that the ticket-of-leavers were available to assist in private
construction - which of course was equally necessary to accommodate the
free immigrant inflow, but there was concern here, too. Governor Fitzgerald
informed the Home Office in 1854 that conditionally pardoned men were
leaving the colony at much the same rate that new convicts were arriving!
Discontent among settlers with the slow progress of their anticipated public
works programme led them to appeal in 1856 for convicts with longer
sentences who would then be available for work-parties. 26 It is therefore not
surprising that recent research has shown that later convict arrivals were
convicted of 'worse' crimes than their forerunners. In 1857, too, the
conditions applying to the granting of tickets-of-leave were tightened which
also enlarged the prison popUlation available for public works. The late
1850's therefore saw a spate of activity in both Fremantle and Perth. Perth's
first goal was completed in 1856-7 so that further working parties could be
accommodated, the Perth Boys School and hospital were constructed, the
Perth lakes were drained and a slaughterhouse built at Claise brook to prevent
local butchers slaughtering in the centre of town. The ticket-of-Ieavers also
swelled the numbers available for private construction and before the end
of the 50's the two well-known present-day buildings, the Deanery and the
Cloisters (Bishop Hale's School) had been completed by private contract.
In Fremantle, too, the convict parties had been active, building stores and
warehouses, roads, a hospital, the jetty, the warders homes and the lunatic
asylum.27 Ticket-of-leavers who had moved into country districts but had
found employment difficult were put to work building hiring depots (such
as the Old Toodyay Gaol) and clearing roads, for which they received keep
and a very low wage.
In 1862 a new Governor, Governor Hampton, arrived - the first English
Governor after the two Irishmen Fitzgerald and Kennedy. Hampton was a
real martinet and tightened the entire system. Tickets-of-leave were made
difficult and conditional pardons practically impossible to get.28 His son was
put in charge of the convict establishment and apparently shared his views.
It is recorded that he believed solitary confinement in dungeons during the
summer was too much of a boon and had men pegged out in the sun on
bread and water only as punishment for transgressions!29 As a result of this
change in policy the number of men available in prison gangs for public works
increased markedly, as did their productivity with harsher discipline. The
period 1862-1868 therefore witnessed a quite remarkable building phase,
Government House in Perth, the Pensioners' Barracks at the top of St
George's Terrace (of which only the archway entrance remains), the
Causeway and the Perth-Fremantle road were all constructed. So, too, was
the Perth Town Hall, built by convicts but funded as a personal gift by
Governor Hampton. In Fremantle other buildings were erected but of
greatest significance was the completion of the first Fremantle Bridge,
removing the necessity to cross the Swan River by ferry. Work done in road
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clearance and construction throughout the colony was just as important as
the buildings as it enabled a smoother flow of goods and, by reducing time
taken in transit, also reduced costs.
The public works programme was not only of benefit because it created
buildings and structures that would increase the efficiency of economic
activity, but also because it meant an enlarged demand for building materials
which was largely supplied by the private sector. Lime kilns, and quarries,
brick manufactures, timber sawmills and timber cutters were all stimulated
by the building phase, and because they were all labour intensive activities,
provided jobs for the growing number of free immigrants and 'native-born'
workforce entrants. This does not necessarily mean that the period was one
of continued prosperity (in fact there were one or two recessions) for the
importance of the convict establishment in the colonies economic life meant
that fluctuations in the number of convicts arriving, or expenditure or policy
regarding the convicts, would be bound to have repercussions on the private
economy.
Overall, however, it would appear that the impact of convicts on the Western
Australian economy was favourable. It would be unjust to claim as some have
that the convicts came and went, leaving Western Australia much the same.
Nonetheless, it should be recognised that economic benefits or achievements
were circumscribed by the high rate of emigration, the import leakage, and the
policies adopted during the period regarding convict and ticket-of-leave
employment.
The cessation of transportation came in 1868 as a result of three major factors:
first, the change in English attitudes towards the punishment of crime and the
growth of anti-transportation feeling; second, the adverse reaction within the
colony to the harshness of Governor Hampton's treatment of convicts; and
third, as a result of protests by the Eastern colonies against convict infiltration
and their threat of a trade boycott if Britain did not cease transportation to
the West. 3D Although transportation ceased then in 1868, the repercussions were
not as traumatic for Swan River as they could have been, as Rica Erickson
will emphasize, for there still remained a large number of convicts "in the
pipeline" towards release. It would be another eight to ten years before the last
vestiges of the convict system were finally withdrawn, thus providing a gradual
transition for the colony that in economic terms had benefited significantly from
the convict era.
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RICA ERICKSON

What It Was To Be An Ex-convict
In Western Australia

I shall not be dealing with crime and punishment in this review of a convict's
life in Western Australia, nor with conditions within the prison walls. Instead
I propose to offer for your consideration some aspects of life experienced by
an ex-convict, or expiree, as he was officially designated in Western Australia.
(Incidentally, expirees abhorred this term and preferred to be known as
"government men".)
Expirees shared a burning desire to leave Western Australia as soon as
possible, and many of them succeeded in this. Of those who remained in the
colony, approximately half were destined to be rootless men, incapable of
settling down or of self improvement. Apart from these, a significant percentage
struck roots in the colony and even prospered. However, all those who remained
in Western Australia were to be conscious, for the rest of their lives, of having
worn the shameful coat of a convict.
As yet I have not compiled statistics to back the opinions that I am expressing
to you, but my work in compiling the Dictionaries of Western Australians for
the period 1850-1888 has given me insight into the lives of many thousands
of people. At the same time I have become aware of trends in social patterns
that shaped their careers. In the space available to me here I can only generalise
on a few. Detailed information illustrating the points I raise may be found in
the book The Brand on his Coat (University of Western Australia Press, 1984).
The first category of convicts (those who left these shores without regret)
cannot be listed exactly. However, as early as 1856 a Select Committee in
England, enquiring into the Convict System, was told that expirees were leaving
the colony as fast as prisoners were being brought in. By then about 4,000 men
had been transported to Western Australia. Most of them had been eligible
for a ticket-of-leave soon after arrival. They were virtually free men, and on
receiving their pardons they were lured to the goldfields of Victoria which
offered prospects of material advancement - as well as the hope of hiding the
shame of their convict past. Money for the fare could be earned if a man was
prepared to work hard and shun the hotels and town life. The best employment
for these men was wood cutting, supplying fuel to the townspeople, for there
was no coal in the colony.
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They lived in primitive camps in the bush. It was an isolated life. They were
continually on the move and the experience did not encourage them to stay
in the colony. Documents in the Battye Library reveal that ticket-of-leave men
and expirees hired other 'ticketers' to work in their team, and it is noticeable
that many active wood cutters soon left by ship. Others used the same means
of making money to put their feet on the first steps of the ladder to
rehabilitation. Henry Atwell, an expiree woodcutter, finally became a wealthy
storekeeper at Fremantle, his name enshrined in Atwell's Arcade.
Another interesting item concerning the departure of expirees from Western
Australia is the number who left for Callao in Peru. Several of the coal ships
that brought coal to the hulks for the P & a steamers calling at Albany
proceeded thence to take on guano at Callao, for the thriving trade in that
fertiliser. Sailors heartily disliked working on the coal and guano ships, but
it is conceivable that expirees jumped at the chance of working their passage
in one. Others absconded on whaling ships. There was a blackmarket in
Conditional Pardon papers. More than once Customs Officers checking a man's
credentials, remarked that the description on the papers scarcely fitted the man
who held them. It must be mentioned here that there were laws restricting the
departure of convicts who did not have a Certificate of Freedom. Some
ingenious methods were devised for circumventing the regulations. At least one
man with false papers was consigned to Adelaide in a box and almost died in
it. It is possible that ultimately even more than a third of the convicts who were
transported to Western Australia left it.
The number of expirees who stayed in the colony and became the rootless,
vagabond class is also difficult to determine since many adopted different names
and were not known as expirees at the time of death. They were prone to drink,
and their social life was mainly in the hotels. They often fell foul of the law.
Their wandering habits finally settled into a swagman's life. By the 1880's there
was a regular traffic of such men along the road between Geraldton and Albany
as they tramped north during the winter time, seeking warmth, and then
trekking south for coolness in summer months. Of this I have evidence from
children or grandchildren of settlers who lived along the road. They tell of the
ruses adopted by women at lonely farmhouses, who grudgingly gave rations
that they could ill afford, in-order to send the men on their way. Without this
bounty they incurred the risk of a lighted match being dropped in their precious
crop of wheat, or of their hens being stolen. A ferociously barking dog and
a handy club were necessities at any such homes. By the end of the 1880's
numbers of these rootless men were reported as being found dead by the
roadside, while others were victims of epidemics of influenza at the former Mt
Eliza Convict Depot which had been converted to an Invalid Depot for destitute
old men of all classes. The responsibility for the cost of their care was sometimes
a matter of long-winded correspondence between colonial and imperial officers.
Some shrewd old lags in one country town deliberately became drunk and
disorderly during cold, wet weather, so that they would receive a light sentence
of imprisonment in the local gaol where they were assured of food, shelter, free
tobacco and medical attention. These homeless old men are representatives of
the convicts of whom it has been said they left no mark or monument in the
land of their exile. The most important category of expirees includes those who
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endeavoured to become average citizens, with a life style comparable with that
of free settlers, endeavouring to bridge the social gulf which separated bond
and free. The common factor in most of their histories, whether of men of poor
or formerly superior social background, was a marriage. The marriage patterns
of the decades from 1850 to 1900 in Western Australia are very interesting and
informative. In many instances marriage was the first step of an expiree's move
to rehabilitation; but their choice of wives offers an understanding of the class
system of the period as well as of the family's career.
To appreciate the experiences of an ex -convict endeavouring to come to terms
with life in this land of exile it is well to consider what his social standing had
been in Great Britain. The traditional class system of the British Isles
distinguished the gentry from the middle class, and those in turn from the lower
orders of labourers and servants. This class consciousness was preserved in
Western Australia which had been founded by gentry, supported by yeomen
and artisans of the middle class and a retinue of servants. The economic
depression of the 1840's ruined the gentry and forced them to accept salvation
in the form of a convict system. But poverty did not alter the social system
even though some of the lower orders had lifted themselves into the yeoman
class by becoming tenant farmers and independant flockmasters. A gentleman
and his servant might labour side by side in the field, but they never dined
together. The coming of convicts added another dimension to the class system,
with the distinction between bond and free. All free men from gentry down
to the lowest orders claimed the distinction of respectability. No convict was
respectable.
A majority of the convicts came from the lower orders in England. Since
they rarely claimed respectable backgrounds and had been inured to hardship
they lost little class and their fall from grace was not hard to take. They tended
rather to boast about their crimes. Much may be discerned from their places
of origin. Many were from the slums of London or the large industrial towns
and ports. There was a sprinkling of brawling sailors from the wharves, many
pickpockets, thieves, poachers, sex offenders and shameless rogues. There were
farm labourers caught up in protest marches and the burning of hayricks.
Almost one-tenth of the convicts were ex-soldiers, court martialled often for
trivial offences. They risked transportation in order to be freed from army
service.
On a higher social scale were the middle class convicts. They would be
respectable poor men, or artisans such as blacksmiths and bootmakers, as well
as merchants, clerks, civil engineers', etc. There were at least two men of the
gentry, former ministers of religion. Men of these classes suffered the shame
of conviction bitterly because loss of caste as well as family esteem was hard
to bear. Manual labour (which was the lot of the average ex-convict) was
degrading to them and they loathed their reduced standard of living, the coarse
food and rough clothing. On the whole, convicts of the middle and upper classes
were men with education, their crimes usually were forgery or defalcation of
funds. There was a dearth of clerks, teachers and compositors in the colony
and they soon found employment in these fields. It is ironic that a clerk
convicted for forgery found work in the convict establishment at Fremantle
sitting on a stool in the treasurer's office.
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It is interesting to compare the convicts' previous occupations in Great Britain
with those assumed in the colony, and to reflect upon the varying degrees of
their success in Western Australia. For instance the parallel careers of the
clergymen (Beresford and Roe) and of two civil engineers (Meagher and "Satan"
Browne) demonstrate that temperament was an important factor. It was
perhaps even more important than skills, and was a key to the stability of an
expiree's marriage. As already mentioned, a wife was the most important
element in an expiree's life.
With the addition of thousands of convicts to a thinly populated colony,
already short of women, an imbalance of the sexes was a serious matter. Unlike
New South Wales, no female convicts were sent to Western Australia. Instead
the British Government agreed to send several hundreds of young single women.
Most of them secured a husband within a year or so, but more remarkable is
the fact that expirees competed very successfully against the colonial boys for
brides. This was despite the knowledge that a woman who married an expiree
lost her claim to respectability.
As a rule women of the early settlers of the pre-1850 era disdained marriage
with an expiree, who naturally found their wives among the later women
migrants whose plans for marriage in Western Australia were well recognised.
Surprisingly the daughters and widows of Pensioner Guards frequently married
ticket-of-leave men. Their proximity to the prisons, the hiring stations and
especially at the road party camps made courtship easy. If a woman of the early
settler class married an expiree she often had little choice. If she was widowed
with a family to support or if she bore an illegitimate child (a shameful but
rather common event) a woman was very vulnerable. She often preferred to
lose class than to face that fate worse than death, prostitution. A woman who
married an expiree was placed in embarrassing situations when her husband
was not welcomed by her family or circle of former friends. They usually
withdrew to another district. When the black sheep dropped from the family
gatherings there were instances that the next generation was unaware of
relationships. Nowadays ardent family historians are restoring these lost women
to the family tree. However, if an expiree was well educated and with refined
manners there was more tolerance, although social contacts had to be made
with care.
It may be stressed here that the convict period did not end in 1868 with the
cessation of transportation. Expirees were still a major section of the popUlation
in the 1870's, and were marrying and producing children as late as the 1890's.
Ticket-of-leave men could still be hired in the 1880's, and the stigma of
transportation was a burden to be carried by a man and his family for half
a century after the first convicts arrived in 1850.
I have not ascertained what proportion of wives or families came to Western
Australia to join expiree husbands. There were certainly more than those
officially listed as having assisted passages. Some were still arriving during the
late 1870's. When wives did not follow their men, bigamous marriages were
sometimes contracted in Western Australia and there were de facto relationships
which were legalised many years later, presumably after the death of the wife
in England. There are some interesting stories about expiree marriages which
could be told. Not all were happy ones. Court proceedings published in the
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newspapers of those decades reveal that some expirees murdered their
unfortunate wives. There were numerous cases of family quarrels usually due
to drunkenness and disorderly behaviour outside the inns. But on the whole
most expiree families conducted themselves with careful attention to the law.
As one descendant remarked - her grandparents were "squeaky clean" in their
effort to attain respectability. Quite a number of expirees became lay preachers.
Many prospered beyond all expectation. But still the old class distinctions
prevailed. Bond and free worked together and prospered together; their children
sat side by side in government schools and they worshipped together at church.
But the bond class were not eligible for membership of certain societies, they
were not invited to dine with the genteel, nor to attend their Assembly Balls.
The middle class organised their own Settlers' Balls, but even there the expiree
was unwelcome. Such was the social gulf between bond and free.
The bond class were sufficiently numerous for these distinctions to be more
galling to their pride than limiting to their social life. The main consequence
was that the choices of spouses for their children were frequently limited to
the bond class. This is obvious when the marriage patterns of the 1850's-1880's
are studied. It is not unusual to find a web of family relationships involving
many expirees in the one family tree.
Time is a great leveller and as it may be expected these patterns of marriage
were being lost by the third generation. The process was hastened by the sudden
popUlation explosion of the gold boom years. In those hectic times when
thousands of people flocked into the colony the goldfields were a vast melting
pot of humanity. Men and women who wished to hide their past did so with
ease. Among these newcomers, expirees' children found a wide choice of spouses
of free origin, and a discreet silence covered their own ancestry.
In the face of so many strangers, Western Australians both bond and free,
drew a mantle of secrecy over the origins of the many expiree families that they
had grown to respect. This attitude has influenced the recording of our State's
history. In 1929 when the toOth anniversary of settlement was celebrated the
history which was published to commemorate the event, contained no word
about convicts. There was sensitivity because a few old lags still survived, and
also there were many first generation of convict origin whose wish to hide their
father's history was to be respected. Information from our State Archives about
individual convicts was not available to the public until just prior to the
celebration of the 150th anniversary in 1979.
Only since the publication in that year of the Dictionary of Western Australia
- both Bond and Free - has it been possible to assess what it meant to be
an ex-convict in Western Australia. Descendants of the bond class have filled
the highest offices in the State and Commonwealth, and have been leaders in
every field of endeavour, in professions, culture, commerce, learning and
agriculture. Many a convict would be astonished if he had known how his
progeny would fare in the land of his exile.
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This is His Mark:

Convicts and Literacy in Colonial Western
Australia
Confinement in prison cells, hard labour on public works, discipline and
punishment, Tickets-of-Leave, Conditional Pardons; these are the experiences
we associate with being a convict transported to Western Australia between
1850 and 1868. It is somewhat surprising, therefore, to find that adult convicts
were also schooled and taught to read and write whilst under detention. It is
even more surprising when one remembers that in 1850, schooling was by no
means universal, not intended for everyone and the compulsory schooling of
children was still more than 20 years away. It was not until the 1870's that
schooling became compulsory for all children and not until the 1890's, less than
100 years ago, that it was free. So, before discussing this area of the convict
experience we should ask why is was that, at a time when many people were
unschooled and illiterate in Britain, the authorities should include schooling
and literacy teaching in prison management.
We need to keep reminding ourselves that a knowledge of reading and writing
150 years ago had very little to do with intellectual capacity but much with
the social structure of the time. Those at the top of the social scale were highly
literate and made sure that their children were taught to read and write so that
they, too, could be socially superior adults. Some even argued that it was not
proper for the servant class to be as knowledgable as their masters in these skills
or to have the ability to read letters and papers they might find lying about.
Literacy was a sign of social superiority. On the other hand, a poor person saw
nothing shameful about being unable to read and write. Literacy was a
commodity that had to be bought with time and/ or money so poverty did not
make acquisition easy. Theirs was a strong oral tradition of spoken language,
ballad and song.
But there was a special reason why convicts were singled out for schooling.
Reformers of the time were trying to understand the causes of crime and trying
to invent systems of imprisonment that would help rehabilitate offenders and
prevent reconvictions. The Convict System in use in Western Australia was a
good example of such a system. Whilst punishing savagely any further 'bad'
behaviour, the idea was to reward 'good' behaviour by awarding marks that
allowed privileges and shortened the time of imprisonment. But it did not
address the causes of crime.
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One theory of cause linked criminality with illiteracy. Reformers looked
carefully at the character of the prison population and noted that most convicts
were illiterate or semi-literate. There seemed to be few highly literate people
convicted of crime. They reasoned, therefore, that literate people seemed less
likely to commit crime and illiterate people were very likely to be criminally
inclined. It seemed to the observers that the reason for this was that illiterate
people did not know right from wrong because they could not read the Bible.
Their moral turpitude seemed to be the result of their ignorance of religious
teachings. In theory, therefore, the matter could be rectified by religious
instruction and reading tuition. It seemed essential to teach convicts to read
the Bible for themselves to enable them to discern right from wrong.
Evidence of reading and writing ability thus became an indicator of people's
moral attainment, literate people were thought 'good' and less skilled people
were thought 'potentially bad '. If a convict improved in reading, he was thought
to have made progress in religious knowledge, a sign of improvement in his
moral behaviour. That is why each convict had their ability to read and! or write
continuously recorded in prison registers, both in Britain and in Western
Australia. Reading and writing instruction became part of the new penal codes
under the direct control of the Religious Instructor and Prison Chaplain.
A researcher has to be careful that present-day standards are not applied to
19th century statements about reading and writing, especially when considering
the convict data. Prison officials used a graded scale: 'superior', 'well', 'both',
'imperfectly', 'read only (or read)" 'neither'. Sometimes they added terms like
'a little', or 'tolerably' or 'indifferently', 'fairly' and so on. But methods of
teaching reading and reading theories of the day gave the term 'can read' a very
wide meaning. And the definition was that only those categorised 'superior',
'well', and 'both', could read connected sentences and comprehend what was
read. The rest we would now call 'functionally illiterate', that is, they knew about
reading but were still at the stage of having to take so much effort over the
decoding that they could not often understand what they had decoded. The
second point about the data is that the researcher has to be conscious of whose
assessment is recorded, the convict's own assessment, or that of another convict
tutor, the Religous Instructor, the schoolmaster, the Surgeon-Superintendent
or, as in the case of some of the York census data, an employer.
I have used my background as a reading educator and researcher to make
jUdgements about skill levels, development and opportunities to maintain skills.
Learning to read and write is not something that is learned once at any given
point in time, but develops over a long period. Ability comes with repetition
and exercise; conversely, if skills are not used, they decline and can be lost all
together.
My information comes from the many prison registers that were maintained
from the time a convict was sentenced to the time he finally left the system
and was beyond the control of officialdom. Registers for the prisons at Portland,
Parkhurst, Millbank and the hulks have been particularly useful for it was from
these prisons that the convict parties were collected and despatched to Western
Australia. The registers that were created in Western Australia are another
major source. Besides the registers are the many reports that filtered up through
the system from the minor officials, through the Colonial Secretary to the
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Governor or to the British authorities. Some of these are still in manuscript
form on files at the Battye Library, others were eventually printed in
Parliamentary Papers. Especially informative are the ledgers recording the
convicts' personal possessions that still exist for the years 1862-64 as these also
contain the convicts' signatures. There are also the records of letters written
to the ticket-of-leave men listed in the ledgers of Outward Correspondence and
in the postage stamp account book kept by the Convict Establishment. Local
records also include private papers of people involved in the Convict System,
like the Rev. Fred Lynch, a Religious Instructor on the Lord Raglan (1858),
and later a resident in the Beverley/Williams district. Records that are still in
Britain have been microfilmed and from these I can read the journals and reports
of the Religious Instructors, schoolmasters and Surgeon-Superintendents
responsible for the schooling on the ships coming to Western Australia.
Most of these assessments were made when the convicts were first imprisoned
or when they were taken aboard the ship. They represent the literacy from their
British background experience rather than fromthe convict experience. It shows
that by the mid-19th century, most of the men from less skilled and unskilled
backgrounds had some knowledge of letters and what it meant to be able to
read, but not many of them had mastered the skill sufficiently to be considered
literate in our sense. Most came from backgrounds where literacy would have
been a lUxury they could not have afforded. That does not mean that they could
not have learnt, rather that they did not have much opportunity, nor, as some
of my later evidence will show, did they all want to. Literacy was only a
peripheral part of their lives.

Convict Literacy
Variations over time.

1850/51
1858
1862

Superior

Well

Both

Imperfectly

0
0.5
0

6.9
14.5
9.9

7.4
11.0
16.0

50.2
46.3
50.3

Read
Only
16.5
16.3
7.9

Neither
19.0
11.3
16.0

Total
Convicts
231
220
306

(figures are percentages of total convict numbers for each period; data refers
to convicts embarking in Britain on the Scindian and Mermaid (1850/51), Lord
Raglan (1858), and Lincelles (1862); for a small number of convicts no data
were recorded, they have been deleted from this table.)
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Convict Literacy
Variations according to occupational background 1850-1862.

s

W

B

Imp

R.O.

N

Professional
Commercial
Trades
Textile and Leather
Industrial
Domestic
Rural
Labouring
Transport
Naval and Military

18
3
33
5
4
3

18
120
27
48
21
5
89
7
6

4
21
6
8
3
6
38

5

2
2
33
9
6
6
2
14
4
7

5

6
20
13
10
4
6
48
6
3

TOTAL
21
33
227
60
76
37
20
193
19
26

Total

77

85

341

92

116

712

4
I

(data taken from same source as (a); only those convicts considered whose
occupation was indicated.)
As part of the reforming system, convicts were schooled when possible, and
the long sea journey to Australia was seen as an ideal opportunity to begin
the process, or continue it as, for example, was the case with the Parkhurst
boys on the Mermaid. It was the Surgeon-Superintendent's task to see that the
schools were organised and implemented. Some took the task very seriously
and worked closely with the parsons hired as Religious Instructors for the
voyage. The schools fitted in to the shipboard routine and were run like
monitorial schools, with convicts who could read passing on their knowledge
to a designated group who could not. It was not necessary for the convict in
charge of the group to be completely competent, for the system worked on the
tutors teaching whatever knowledge they had, however little it might be. The
spellers and books that supplemented the Bibles and prayerbooks that were
issued to all prisoners were provided by the Society for Promoting Christian
Knowledge, the SPCK. The Lord Raglan lists of convicts and their school
groupings on the ship survive. The Surgeon-Superintendent's copy has names,
skill level, previous schooling and progress on board neatly copied out for
submission to the Governor on arrival. The Rev. Lynch's copy also survives,
not so neatly copied, and with his own comments beside certain names as to
behaviour and assessment.
Prisoners were also encouraged to read books on board ship and changing
library books was a Saturday afternoon duty for the Religious Instructor. The
books, also provided by the SPCK, included books of sermons and essays in
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moral education, although travel and eminent lives were thought beneficial as
well. The books were later housed in the library of the Fremantle Establishment.
A list of those lent to prisoners during 1850-51 has survived in the register kept
by the Prison Chaplain. Prisoners were not allowed to read anything that might
incite passions, arouse emotions other than high moral ones and nothing too
topical. No newspapers, novels or any other forms of entertaining literature
were permitted. The Saturday Magazine, also SPCK material, was popular with
its woodcut illustrations, but the copies were old, up to 20 years old it would
appear. 'Suitable' reading material was restricted to voyages and travel, natural
history, science and useful knowledge, lives of worthy people and very moral
tales to educate and inform the reader of his predicament and ways to regain
his pre-ordained place in the lower orders of society.

Convict Literacy
The results of schooling during the voyage to W.A.
Before

After

Sup
Well
Both
Imperfectly
Read Only
Neither
Not Recorded

16
17
116
38
44
53

25
91
90
35
7
36

Total

284

284

(Data taken from the reports on embarkation to Britain and arrival at
Fremantle of the convict per Scindian and Mermaid.)
On arrival at Fremantle, those housed at the Fremantle Establishment
continued their schooling off and on; off, when their labour was needed or when
there was no schoolmaster/Religious Instructor on the staff, on, when an
enthusiast organised matters or when a directive came from the Home Office.
There was still the library books and half an hour of silence in which to read
them before bed. The men sent to Depots and Road Parties were sometimes
sent books from the library, but woe betide the convict that lost or damaged
a volume.
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I have not said much as yet about writing. Writing was taught after reading,
and, although encouraged to write in copybooks to learn how to form letters
and words, convicts were restricted in what we would term, creative writing,
their instruction was in transcription. The number of letters that they could
write or receive was strictly controlled and were censored by the Religious
Instructor or the prison authorities. Postage had to be paid for from the
convict's earnings. Convicts were not permitted to keep writing materials with
them, and, judging from the property book, few seemed to own them. Common
were the 'scribing' practices of the time, when letters, applications and so on
were written on behalf of people unable to do so for themselves. In the case
of convicts, Resident Magistrates filled out forms for Ticket-of-Leave men when
needed and the Religious Instructor and other officials if they were in prison.
Employers scribed and more competent friends were also pressed to help when
officials were not available. Most men learnt to transcribe their names, but the
mark X was commonly accepted as a signature when witnessed.
his
Bill X Smith
mark
Did the teaching make a difference? The answer on the whole is, not very
much. Most had had some schooling but it would have been brief and perhaps
many years before when they were about 6 or 7 years old. Some would have
had tuition from monitors, that is, from other children, as their inmature
handwriting styles show. More significantly, few would have had occasion to
continue the development of their literacy skills without some intense personal
motivation. There were always, however, the exceptions although very few men
were ever categorised 'superior'. Whether their convict experience of schooling
made any difference to their literacy abilities lies more in the convict's attitude
to the instruction and whether there were subsequent opportunities to continue
learning. Any gain in skill from the prison instruction would hilVe been lost
again if not practiced. This is illustrated in the property book when a recently
arrived convict could sometimes write his name, but, after a few years
confinement and no further occasion to write, he signed out his property with
a X cross. I have not found much evidence of later usage to support the notion
that it made much difference to the majority of men in the long run. In fact,
if one takes some of the comments from the Surgeon-Superintendents' journals
and the Religious Instructors' reports, one can see that the 'behaviour problems'
experienced on board ship and in the prison schools came from the rejection
of the religious and moral content of the reading instruction. One should
perhaps have posed the question: could schooling have made any difference
given the subject of the texts used?
Apart from a few individual exceptions throughout the period, this
generalisation does not apply to the first arrivals. The changes recorded in their
literacy categories suggest that these men were more amenable to the instruction
they received as many of them became competent readers and writers.
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For an historian of literacy, there is one factor above all other that makes
the convict experience significant, and it is this: whether literate or illiterate,
competent or incompetent, all convicts had to take part in a system which used
literacy at all levels and at all stages and expected them to respond. Convicts
were not only compelled to receive instruction, they were also compelled to
participate in a literacy-based bureaucracy. From the time they were sentenced,
their literacy level was under review. They were expected to deal with forms,
sign for property, complain in writing, write letters under supervision. They
had to make written application for this and written application for that, they
had to report to the Resident Magistrate on the proper form, make application
for permission to marry on the proper form, apply for passes on the proper
form. They were given certificates, receipts, and statements regarding their
passage accounts (they had to pay their own fares for 'travelling to W.A. '). They
were sent letters telling them to report to people and places. Rules and
regulations were printed and displayed to reinforce oral instructions. One
wonders whether these men would have had so much contact with literacy and
its uses if they had never been convicted of a crime.
Convict literacy was the first, large-scale attempt to teach reading and writing
to the 'lower orders' in Western Australia. Unlike the attempts to provide
schooling for children about the same time, it had the advantage of being a
British rather than a colonial enterprise, even if it was only a small item in the
overall administration of the convict transport system. Although its purpose
was to inculcate social values as a means of reform and social control, the mind
is not so easily imprisoned. Perhaps it did give to some of the semi-literate and
illiterate men the ultimate freedom of the written word.
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BARRIE DYSTER

ANew View - Convicts as Working People

Two days ago a taxi-driver in Perth asked me what I did. I said I did History.
"We don't have any history here in the West. Not like the East. No convicts,
no bushrangers." Then he reconsidered. "We do have a treacherous coastline.
Lots of old shipwrecks."
It is obvious that he was wrong about the absence of convicts in Western
Australia. In eastern Australia we are no freer of illusion. We do admit that
convicts arrived there in great numbers, but misunderstand who they were. The
conventional stereotype owes much to Charles Dickens and the movie musical
Oliver. Convicts came from a special criminal class, who lurked in back streets
of teeming towns from which they emerged to prey on conventional society.
An air of seedy glamour may surround them, but they were basically outcast
and deviants.
Until recently historians have endorsed this view, cancelling an earlier
stereotype which claimed that convicts were noble victims who reacted against
oppression by poaching the squire's game and by stealing bread to feed hungry
families.
Six of us at the University of New South Wales have combined in a project
that seeks to challenge both stereotypes. We have used a computer to process
the records of 20,000 convicts who arrived in Sydney between the end of the
Napoleonic wars - just after the battle in Waterloo in 1815 - and the end
of transportation to New South Wales in 1840. We have covered one-third of
those arriving in that quarter century. This is a time when the records are much
fuller than they were before, which is wh¥ we have set the datb that we have.
A convict had over 20 pieces of information listed on his or her record at the
time of embarking in Britain. The authorities in Australia needed to know who
they were receiving, to be able to identify them in detail, to know what kind
of background they had and how long that person was to be imprisoned. It
would influence the treatment meted out to them in Australia, and the nature
of their assignment to work in the colony.
We know their names. We know their rough age, although many people then
did not know their age exactly. We have their height. We have a description
of their tattoos and any other identifying mark. We are told whether they could
read, whether they could read or write, or neither. As N oelene Reeves has
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Convict road workers, c. 1867. Cartoon by William Stone. Courtesy of Battye Library
and Mrs D. Croft.

Big pumpkin. J. Murray, Government gardener. Courtesy Battye library.
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pointed out this might tell us very little at all; it is a very slippery classification,
but it was always filled in before the convict left England. We know where they
were born as well as where they were tried; their previous convictions; whether
they claimed to be married or single. The detail that the six of us are most
interested in, the one we think is the central piece of information, is their
occupation in Britain - who they were thought to be as workers.
Let us start with a familiar name: Edward John Eyre, who came into Albany
by the back way in 1841. He had migrated from Yorkshire to Sydney at the
age of 18, eight years earlier, with 400 pounds in his pocket (about four times
the annual wage of a craftsman) and immediately set himself up as an apprentice
grazier with about 400 sheep in the Hunter Valley, 200 kilometres north of
Sydney. The authorities assigned first two and then, within a few months, six
convicts for his use.
A quarter of a century afterwards he wrote his reminiscences. He described
the convicts simply by their occupations in Britain. He did not give them names.
Of the first two convicts, one was a weaver and he was very good, the other
was a labourer and he was judged to be average. There was very little weaving
done in Australia, particularly on a brand-new sheep run. Eyre described this
person by what he had been, not by what he became.
Of the next four convicts, one was an English farm bailiff. For an 18 year
old apprentice in the bush he must have been a welcome addition to his
workforce. Eyre found also that this man was a good cooper and rough
carpenter, further skills that were relevant. Eyre valued his work and his advice
highly. In addition he received two labourers, described as average, and a house
painter who, he said, was a very bad character. This may simply have meant
that master and servant did not get on. A house painter was almost as irrelevant
on the frontier of Australia, with its bark huts, as a weaver. A painter was a
town dweller who lost his trade totally out in the bush. Perhaps this was why
he was so discontented, and seemed relatively useless to his new master.
Even where the prisoner's trade could not be followed in the new
surroundings, Eyre thought it sensible to define the man by that occupation.
The historians who have provided the orthodox interpretation of convict
Australia for our generation - Dr L.L. Robson, Professor Manning Clark and
others - assume that the occupational category was so unreliable as to be
useless. They lent weight to a popular view that convicts had no skills except
for the skills in their fingers when they lifted purses. The convicts were basically
Dickens' Fagan and Bill Sykes and the Artful Dodger. If they said they had
occupations, if they said they were ordinary working people, then they lied.
Yet if we look at the lists that the government sent out from Britain year after
year, and the lists printed in the Gazette of prisoners assigned to private masters
(thousands of them a year) the occupation was always included - and it was
the British occupation. Sometimes it was the only detail included. The name
was not there. Age was not there. The colour of hair and eyes, or any other
distinguishing physical mark, was not mentioned. If the occupations had been
false - and, I repeat, some of them were not very relevant - then why, over
many decades, did the clerks and the printers waste so much time? And wouldn't
the masters who receive them have laughed the system to scorn?
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Our research team at the University of New South Wales has assumed that
the occupations mean something. We have discovered in the 20,000 people that
we have looked at more than 1,000 different occupations. Many convicts said
not simply "I work in the weaving trade", but "I am a silk weaver", or "I am
a carder"; not simply "I'm in the metal trade", but "nailer" or "fitter" or
"tinsmith". These are very specific descriptions. Our favourite (and
unfortunately there is only one of these among the 20,000) is someone who
claimed he was a cricket-ball stitcher. If they did invent all of these occupations,
we should have a very high opinion of their imagination, their inventive ability.
If they did not do these jobs then they should have, because they were obviously
fairly clever people to pass themselves off on the authorities decade after decade.
Perhaps twenty per cent of the males were general "labourers". Another large
percentage were "farm labourers". Farm labouring was skilled work. Work on
a farm, usually from birth, developed a body of knowledge. A British farm
labourer may be out of his depth in Australia for a long while, but farm
labouring, we assume, was a skilled occupation. It was less likely than urban
jobs to be recorded in detail (such as ploughman, herdsman and so on) partly
because the clerks in the ports would be inclined to generalise when someone
came before them, with a thick accent from the countryside or some distant
part of the British Isles. Because the seasons demand different skills at different
times of the year farm labourer is a description that encompassed a wide range
of knowledge about farming. We conclude that the majority of prisoners
brought specific skills to New South Wales.
Were the skills used in Australia? In Western Australia what happened to
the convicts is relatively well documented, given the smallness of both free and
bond popUlations. In Tasmania the records of the prisoners' behaviour on the
island are also full. In New South Wales, with its larger and more diversified
19th century population, tracing people is more difficult. If E.1. Eyre was
representative, assignment was a little haphazard. But half of Eyre's quota
comprised labourers, much higher than average. As a young newcomer with
a single flock of sheep, he presumably stood at the end of the queue, having
parcelled out to him men who (with the exception of the farm bailiff) were left
over.
By contrast, nearly every miner transported to New South Wales in our period
seems to have been allotted to the Australian Agricultural Company, the largest
private employer, which enjoyed, at Newcastle, an official monopoly over
coalmining in the colony. By studying assignment lists, the manuscript censuses
that survive and other piecemeal sources - work that is still in progress we think that the match of British background with Australian outcome will
lie somewhere between E.1. Eyre's run and the Australian Agricultural
Company. A high proportion of rural workers were assigned to rural addresses,
a disproportionate number of metal workers were assigned to towns. Our
research is far from complete.
We are confident, however, of our starting point. The convicts sent to New
South Wales between 1815 and 1840 were a representative and comprehensive
cross section of the English and Irish working classes.
The current orthodoxy, that convicts came from a criminal sub-class, at least
in England and the Irish seaports, has been congenial to conservative, liberal
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and radical historians alike. The existence of an outcast band of deviants
convinces conservatives that conventional communities are naturally
harmonious, and disruption comes from outside. The existence of human
flotsam and jetsam convinces liberals that the absence of full democratic
structures made people particularly vulnerable to the disruptions caused by
Agricultural and Industrial Revolutions. The existence of a body of displaced
persons convinces radicals that capitalism in its development creates victims
systematically.
What conclusions will conservatives, liberals and radicals draw from our
description of the convicts, which suggests that thieves came from all spheres
of conventional English and Irish society, that people with everyday ways of
making a living supplemented their incomes by theft? Will the conservative
answer that there are black sheep in every family, bad apples in every barrel,
which is why law and order, schooling and piety, must be strictly enforced?
Will the liberal answer that different personalities respond idiosyncratically to
identical conditions, which is why welfare and education must be tailored to
individual needs? Will the radical answer that, when incomes are low all round,
theft becomes an option for each man and woman to adopt or reject?
Our research-in-progress will not settle arguments, but it should change
people's view of the human landscapes of unruly Britain and convict Australia.
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PAUL FAHEY

An Indian Summer One Melbourne Night

Sliced by sudden blades of light,
Chunks of darkness thudded.
Houses (with ours) stood in compact still.
You lay in bed.
I stood outside.
Then came the rushing weight of rain
& I saw them cowed, paling in compact;
Houses like ours, alight, apart.
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FIONA PLACE

E.

It got to
the stage
where I was
scared of
the letter 'e '.
E for employment,
E for existence,
E for ego.
Little e's
were jumping
up and down
before my eyes
every minute of
the day.
I'd hide the newspaper
just to escape the employment section.
I'd even block my ears when the
newspaper boy blew his whistle.
I used to go for days without
eating, just to forget I existed,
and as for ego, I concentrated on
being ethereal.
Emptiness was my
biggest 'e'.
I seemed to find it everywhere.
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And then I met
you, engaging little
you.
Employed as your research assistant
I enveloped existence, my ego soared.
My high flying eagle
nested close under you penguined wing.
'E's were exciting.
Your heart attack meant no
more teamwork.
But why didn't you ring?
Explain.
I just discovered
the biggest 'E' of all.
The End.
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ANTHONY LONDON

Running Sore
(F or Wildred Owen et al 1982)
One misty moisty morning
Or so sings the song in me
As I make dark green tracks through the dewy grass,
Lulled into hypnotic repetition,
Pad pad pad pad pad pad,
I breathe in great gulps of cold free air,
Forging my way through the centre of King's Park.
Heart alive
I turn into the sun,
Run from shadow to shadow,
With face averted from the sun I see
The little signs,
Private .... Killed in Action
Lt ............ Killed in Action
Private .... Killed in Action
Capt.. ...... Killed in Action
28 years
19 years
3S years
18 years
Every man a tree
Every fourth step a tree
Every fourth step a man.
I speed up
But speed means more men in less time
I round the corner in very fear,
The line of dead behind me,
I run on through the low-hanging peppermints,
Lashing the branches on my face,
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But bursting through such branches
Gives something less
Than even a taste
Of mud on the lips
A bed of barbed wire
The dark Somme slowly flowing.
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ROBYN ROWLAND

Murroe

Grey heron I have seen elsewhere
lifts untrusting from the Mulcair in late evening
before blaze of darkness inks its flight invisible.
Sun's displaced Aegean clarity has bounced from earth
its absence brandishing sky to pewter blue,
warmth oozing from grey stone bridge
into my belly soothing
I press into it for carnal comfort leaning after the bird
whose flight had so broken still afterlight.
The bevel of river angles haphazard between rocks
slushing sounds like a soul wading towards me
perhaps the bird mistook too.
Everyone is tidying up relics of past seasons
tying the dead ends of winter.
Fires far off burn gathered debris.
Night will come in on me so swiftly I will not hear its tread
but that swift surge of regret flushing body will note it
one last time before sleep.
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ROBYN ROWLAND

Wasting

Your body carries
the smooth bronze of this foolish summer no rain in Ireland.
You are sinew, strung muscle, blithe strength
a finer study of my father's limbs
arteries pulsed with exertion.
Nut-brown bloom is on you
and this mountain is no challenge
to the springing step of you,
though once peak is attained
small crossing of its summit before descent.
Supple as the Mulcair over rocks
you move across terrain familiar as your hand
and the years tracking your eyes
beginning to furrow mortality.
Rapid urgency to move drives you
to expel, dispense
that bursting energy, danger in your flesh.
Decision made,
celibate, you fold your body away
like a best shirt
or those silk stockings my mother saved
in the war,
kept in a drawer till the battles ended
they were moth-riddled, mildewed from the damp.
I ache for this wasting,
to know age will melt you slowly to shapelessness
like old wax scraped from the frames
honey long spun out.
Juiceless, left in the sun to soften
it will be reformed, reshaped,
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no longer container for that sweetness
but flareless candle,
life burned down inside,
wax melted inward
to lightless stub.
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ROBYN ROWLAND

Poem For GB

Fall litters a blaze in crowded gutters
wraps russet the solid iron railings laced
scatters confetti-free the churchyard stones.
Nights draw in along the river
with its torn mist.
'Cascade' settles her hull
in the cupped and wrinkled palm:
drowsy dreaming now her quick slip into breeze
sails full as young flesh
firm with longing not yet memory,
sun spread silver mocking moonlight
and your hand's intimate grip
guiding the tiller to skid us clean
along the rim of sheeted sea.
House with a fire,
with its thin Dutch bricks
and mullioned windows
in so English a street as Higher Shapter,
rubs a worn sense of home against blackness.
Rooms enter my life.
Waking is filled with your
dark river flooding wall sight
smudged in the hazy seduction
of old prints,
and beneath third floor windows
the real character
image of the first
rolls on toward sorrel cliffs,
the biting hunger of current.
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We are tired both with our ragged hearts
riven, partly wedged across countries
in the loosening loves of others,
blades we grip
slitting flesh to words
words to draughty air.
Longing whittled, I still weep;
frayed and fretting, you still bleed;
disunion binds us.
Tender, careful to mend and heal
we graft our moments across that space
between too-vivid past and
a future without belief, lacking shape.
Moss-sprung stride arches curve of earth
up up deep into woods
vaulted, pressed hard trunk on trunk.
Sycamore, beech and oak
rust quietly into winter
or wilful, scattering,
hiptwist their flaming farewell dance
mingling syncronous in the
deep down, surge sound, plunge of
water white in late afternoon.
Acorns drop and rustle
distracting black silk scarf of a dog
from nibbling last low-lying berries
to ricochet after spooks.
We gloat like children
hoarding wild hazelnuts
smashing them open with burned rocks,
feasting on the finding of them
the leaf-spill silence on woods' undertone,
the fiery brown, blood wine, swept wing
spell.
Autumn turns on the warm colours of living
without fire's threat apricot, butterscotch, marmalade shades;
glowing coals through uncurtained panes
on chilly late night visits.
Seasons go crazy where is the spring?
Already my mind fills with endings
while we only begin:
just when I'll have you by heart your fine-boned imprint,
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your spare frame, skin of white sunsheen
translucent taut about it winter will call curfew,
fling me back into
January's hot blast.
And you, living as if there were time
do not see it:
even in the cinnamon colours of earth
patching the sky;
even in your own murmured fear
that should you drop
curled dead, a tawny bloom among the leaves,
I could not find you,
your hair the gingery breath of fall.
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DAVID BROOKS

Reading Poetry

Art forms one of the filters through which the world is presented to us in
ways that make its difficult realities the more acceptable. Through Art, because
it trains us in habits of perception and reconciliation, we can become the better
prepared for the world. As the world changes, as our understandings of it
change, or as we ourselves change individually or as a race, so will the nature
of such buffers change. The rather sudden appearance of free verse at the
beginning of this century, for example, must certainly have been a direct result
of the collapse of other kinds of thought-structures during the preceding decades
- of new impediments to traditional religious faith presented by science, and
particularly by Darwinism; of the threat to traditional views of history and
economics represented by Marx and others; of the threat to our traditional sense
of self-control and self determination presented by Sigmund Freud; of the
questioning of an accepted, essentialist view of language itself following the
work of Ferdinand de Saussure, etc. Just as we then found ourselves suddenly
forced to reaccommodate ourselves to our world, to find new philosophies, new
systems to replace the old, and found that the possibilities were multiple, so
the forms of art - the forms that the buffers could take - proliferated
extraordinarily at that time and have continued to do so.
I begin in this manner only to indicate in the broadest sense the way in which
Art changes to suit new conditions, and to make a first suggestion as to why
it is so difficult to pin down that particular branch which is my focus here.
Poetry, like all other arts, is something which changes, and which can be defined,
in as much as it can be defined at all, only from the perspective;:, of selves that
have gone by or exist at the moment, and never from the perspectives of the
selves that it is trying to direct us toward or help us find. It can be defined,
in this sense, only in retrospect, and even then the new selves that we view it
from create substantial problems. In that poetry's purpose is in part constantly
to help us to define, or redefine, or re-fine ourselves, this is to say, it will always
be a little ahead of us. It could in fact be said that the quintessence of poetry,
if it has such a thing, resides in that part of it that we cannot understand, and
in the fact that it has a part that we cannot comprehend.
Poetry in the abstract is therefore perhaps best described as a mystical
machine, with a few major social or linguistic functions and a host of minor
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ones many of which we may not yet have discovered or do not yet understand.
The closer we come to a definition of its particular functions, many would say,
the more the poetry seems to slip through our fingers.
IDEAS OF THE POEM AS MACHINE
This is not to say that a number of quite fascinating and very useful ideas
about particular aspects and functions of poetry have not been put forward
since the proliferation of poetic forms - of ways of writing poetry - made
the question so interesting a one in the early years of this century. I would like
to put a few of the broader ones to you, with the understanding that none of
them should be taken as exclusive of any of the others - with the understanding,
indeed, that although in this paper I may present some twenty quite different
ideas as to the nature and function of poetry, several of the best poems I know,
and many that are far from the best, would seem to fit everyone of these
descriptions.
A number of the most useful general explanations of poetry that I have
encountered concern in one way or another the idea of the poem as a sort of
friendly machine. "Machine" may not be the best term here, but I shall try to
make it serve: by it I mean to refer to the poem as a construction in which
the principal elements - the words - are in a carefully ordered and tensioned
relation to one another, a relationship in which, a little like the tuning of a
car engine, if the timing or the torque is wrong, the performance of the whole
is effected.
The first of these explanations I tentatively attribute to R. BuckminsterFuller, though it's possible he would shudder at it if he heard it. It is of poems
- indeed, of works of art in general - as anti-en tropic, as perhaps the only
constructions of which the human race is capable that work against the general
dissipation of the energy of the universe. While it might take 5 minutes, or 5
hours, or 5 weeks to write, a poem, if it is made well, will continue to give energy
to its readers, continue to radiate energy to those who come to it, for as long
as its particular arrangement of words, its particular set of tensions, is preserved
in medium or memory. Marvell's "To His Coy Mistress" may have taken him
5 days or weeks to write: now, three centuries later, it is still, as it were, radiating
energy, still enlivening, rather than ennervating, many of those who come to
it, as if in the particular tensioning of its words, Marvell, like so many other
poets and artists, had discovered the secret of perpetual motion for which so
many have looked for so long.
Another idea of the poem comes from I.A. Richards and likewise concerns,
in abstract, the particular arrangements and tensions of elements that the poem
embodies. The activities that a careful and intelligent reading of a poem entails
- the delicate discriminations, the subtle perceptions of irony and hidden
meaning, and the way, say, that we must often call upon our own memories
and life experiences, whether to judge the poem in their light or to reevaluate
them in the light of the poem - are all in fact examples, in particularly sharp
focus, of skills important to social navigation and survival. Our reading of
poetry, and our attempts to improve that reading, might therefore be seen as
invaluable training for our lives beyond the poem. We have probably designed,
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argues Richards, no more complicated construction than the poem, and
certainly have designed no construction that calls up and refreshes and
reevaluates more of our humanity in our attempts to come to terms with it.
A more elaborate variant of this theory is offered by the Soviet semiotician
Juri} Lotman in his books The Structure of the Artistic Text (1970) and The
Analysis of the Poetic Text (1972). A poem, Lotman argues, is a "system of
systems", a complex fabric of codes, each of which is continually effecting all
of the others. It can offer us, therefore, not only practice in a variety of skills
pertinent to the identification and deciphering of codes in the world beyond
it, but also considerable insight into their modes of interaction.
A third theory of the poem comes, albeit indirectly, from the British
psychoanalyst Donald Winnicott. The need for poetry and for other art forms
found its first roots in the human psyche' about 40,000 years ago, with the
prolongation of the infant-mother relationship. "The young of other higher
animals", writes Peter Fuller, summarizing Winnicott, "are compelled to relate
immediately to reality if they are to survive":
But the human infant has not even the where-withal to seek out the
mother's breast when it feels hungry: the mother must present the
breast, and by extension the world, to the infant if it is to go on
living .... [Paradoxically,] this utter dependence of the human infant
[gives] rise to a feeling of utter independence, of God-like
omnipotence. When the infant feels hungry and the breast is
presented, he experiences a 'moment of illusion': the illusion that
he can create a breast, and thereby an external world, which will
nourish and succour. Thus the human infant imaginatively creates
the world to which the young of other animals are constrained to
relate functionally. Only slowly does the human infant come to
accept the world as existing independently of himself or his creative
powers. Such acceptance Winnicott called 'disillusion' and
associated with the frustrations of weaning.
The importance of poetry comes in here. As the infant goes through disillusion,
he begins to make use of 'transitional objects' - such things as rags,
dolls, and teddy bears [ ... ] - which belong to an intermediate area
between the subjective and that which is objectively perceived.
Almost as consolation for the lost capacity to create the world, the
infant establishes an intermediate area of experience, or 'potential
space', to which inner reality and external life both contribute. Thus
the infant seeks to avoid separation by the filling in of the potential
space with the use of symbols and all that eventually adds up to a
cultural life. For, as Winnie ott puts it, no human being is ever free
from the strain of relating inner and outer reality: hence the
continuing need for an intermediate area that is not challenged. *
* "Crisis in the Arts: Text of the 1982 Power Lecture", AKf' Monthlr Reviel-t" June 1982, pp.7-IO.
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One way that the need for this unchallenged, intermediate area can be
fulfilled, of course, "is through religion which allows the illusion that if it was
not our own mind which created the world, then it was, at least, some other
mind, generally benevolent to ourselves". But man's intellectual capacity for
religious faith has taken a considerable beating in the last two centuries, and
it is not surprising that the importance of Art, the other principal filler of that
necessary "unchallenged, intermediate area" between inner and outer reality,
has increased proportionately. Hence the "buffer" zone to which I referred in
my opening sentence. Hence, too - since the need for this "unchallenged,
intermediate area" is as much an individual as a group need, - my principal
point about the way in which a poem, as a part of art, should be read. When
we consider the poem as a buffer, or part of a buffer, between our inner reality
and the world - when we consider it as something to which both outer and
inner realities contribute - we must admit that the poem, and our demands
on it, must be allowed to change as those inner and/ or outer realities change,
and that, although the general idea of those who first taught us poetry might
have been that the reader should slave away to serve the demands of the poem,
we should keep seriously in mind the notion that, in some very vital senses,
the poem is there to serve the reader. While, that is, we may have been taught
that the way to read a poem is to pursue doggedly the poet's one, true, and
ultimate meaning, and while many - including myself - may think it only
a courtesy to the poet and ourselves to maximize and use our abilities to pick
up on the various signposts towards meaning that the poem or poet uses, the
poem should be treated in the long run as as much a web to catch our own
meanings and help us show them to ourselves as it should be treated as a
Tutankhamun's Tomb of the poet's own: the poet may make the cathedral and it may be a part of the mystery of cathedrals that they invariably draw
our eyes and minds upward - but he cannot control our thoughts once we
are inside. As the American poet Richard Hugo once put it, there is always
some doubt as to whether the reader reads the poem, or the poem the reader.

THE POEM IN LOVE
This leads me very easily and gently into the next section of my argument,
which I might call, after a poem by John Tranter, "The Poem in Love", for
the reading of poetry is, or should be, a collaborative activity, for which making
love is not an inappropriate metaphor.
Making love, as opposed to mere copulation or the violation of rape, might
be described as a union of people who are at least as concerned with the desires
of the other as with their own. In as much as words are first and foremost the
counters or base-units of verbal or written communication, any text, of any
kind, may be said to have or to embody a desire. If, as Ezra Pound said, poetry
is words wrought to their highest intensity, then, as a text, poetry might be
said to have more desires than most, and the reading of poetry, more than that
of any other kind of text, to resemble love-making. And when we want to be
made love to, do we wish it to consist only of being engaged in intellectual
conversation? Do we wish it, on the other hand, to be purely physical, devoid
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of emotion? Would we call it love-making if we did? Would we be satisfied
at a love-making that was all passionate protestation and no physical contact?
I would not stake my life on the notion that the poem desires all these things
of us, but I would suggest that we ourselves will find the experience of the poem
more satisfying if we can engage its body as well as its mind, its emotions as
well as its erogerous zones (by which, if pushed, I might say I meant its cruxes
of interpretation, those pockets of ambiguity which, if caressed a little, might
give rise to unsuspected possibilities of meaning).
Some poems speak principally with their emotions, some with their intellects,
some to a surprising extent with their bodies, but all poems - or, one might
say, all poets who care for their poems as poems - seek some sort of harmony,
some sort of balance between these elements. Many people who have trouble
understanding poetry have trouble, I would suggest, because they do not have
a sense of this harmony, of the whole body of the poem - because, most often,
a sense of the poem as an intellectual construct ways too heavily upon them,
and they are at once too immediately preoccupied with what the poem is trying
to say, and have too narrow a sense of the ways in which a poem can say what
it has to say. Any such constraining sense of the poem as a kind of condensed
newspaper article (a sense, of course, which dogs our reading in another way
also, for too many now read poems far too quickly) must give way somewhat
before attempts to perceive its other languages, its other levels of speech. T.S.
Eliot once said that a poem can often be apprehended before it can be
comprehended. I would extend this to suggest that our bones, our flesh, our
emotions must often be allowed to hear what they can hear before our conscious
mind - our intellect - can enter the reading process very directly or with much
hope of success.
THE POEM AS COMPLETION OF THE SELF
One of the underlying assumptions of this essay is that the mind and the body
of the world - the human world - if not actually divorced in modern society,
are constantly under threat of severance through the activity of man. Locked,
so many of us, in our cities, gripped as we all are by a computer society, whether
we wish to be or not, and by ideologies that are often so insidious that we can
be manipulated by them without our own knowledge, let alone permission, we
are all, to some extent, divided beings, divorced, very often quite radically, from
our emotional and sensual natures, to say nothing of our spiritual lives. Caught
up in a Depression, forced to earn our livings how and where we can, it is hard,
for many of us, to see how our situations can be otherwise. And what can we
do with, and for, the sides of oum;lves that are thus denied?
We can capitulate, of course, and live lives that are perhaps better described
as half-lives as prisoners of the modern industrial society, or we can seek some
sort of vicarious satisfaction for the submerged sides of ourselves. Here,
however, it is possible that we get into dangerous waters, for many of the most
readily-apparent satisfactions (the love-making, the trips to wildflower country
in the Spring) and most of those most socially condoned ("Life, Be In It" and
other facets of the human potential movement), vital as they are in their place,
run the risk of greatly oversimplifying the needs of that submerged self, of
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displacing or redirecting them, of mistaking, say, physical fitness for psychic
or emotional wholeness. Psychoanalysis, too, might help, but that is expensive
and generally rather socially unacceptable: psychic and emotional wholeness,
after all, are dangerous things. But Art, the poor person's psychoanalyst, is far
more readily available, and poetry - paradoxically one of the most complex
and yet, because it employs a medium that we all use every day, one of the
most accessible forms of art - is perhaps most clearly and admirably (dare
I say logically?) the place to take some of the hunger of our submerged selves.
"What we require, then, to rescue us from the division, disunion and death
of our discursive mind," wrote the poet Christopher Brennan in 1904, in a lecture
on the nature of the then modern poetry,
is something which will at least heighten in us the native sense of
our own indivisible energy, which will present us our self, not as
a mere blank refusal to be analysed away, not as something merely
implied in all our activities, but as a total energy, fusing and implying
every special activity. We want it brought home to us as knower,
feeler, and doer - because, broken as we are, we must approach
it by many ways - yet directly again as a power holding all those
aspects in potency and transcending them, somewhat similar to the
theological mystery of unity in trinity. Now there can be no doubt
that poetry does so. Not explicitly, because explicitness implies
analysis, and analysis is not the way of poetry. The perfection of
poetry, and there is plenty of perfect poetry in the world, is a fusion
and intension of the three forces into which our energy resolves itself
in this world - thought the shaper, emotion the soul, sense the bod y.
Not in the words of the poem, as we may abstract them and analyse
them like so much prose, is this given, but in the totality which is
nothing else than the poem; or, if we insist on analysis, then to our
confusion, in what we despise as its mere form; or as we then say,
to cover our confusion, in its suggestion. But we must remember
that all the suggestion which we find in a poem is not something
outside it, but an inseparable, organic part of it, whether intended
by the poet or no: it is that aspect of it which Mallarme
paradoxically, but none the less rightly, called its "silence" in
contradistinction to its aspect as speech. If Mallarme seems to you
to be talking as a mere ingenious foreigner, remember that Carlyle
spoke thus of symbols: "In a symbol there is concealment and yet
revelation: here therefore, by Silence and by Speech acting together,
comes a doubled significance." No concealment at all, I should prefer
to say: speech is a function of the discursive mind, and when it comes
to reveal what transcends analysis, it must take on that higher power
and wed itself with silence. But such silence is not a blankness: it
is in every case a determinate silence, charged with significance,
attending on the word as it moves.
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He is talking, much as I have been, about poetry as something which, by
its very nature, answers, or can answer if read appropriately, to a set of deep
human needs for a fulness and wholeness of experience which the day-to-day
world about us is most often unable to provide.
POETRY -

SOME "SECONDARY" MODES

I have, over the last decade, done much thinking as to the nature of poetry;
its function in the world, the things it can be useful for. The issues are not clear:
there are, as I hope I have already made apparent, many functions, many uses,
many explanations as to how and why it can give us pleasure. But pressed by
the conviciton that, while all poetry, in a sense simply because it is poetry,
performs a number of the primary functions I have outlined above, and so
becomes in its very existence useful, there are nonetheless some ways in which
most of that which I have come across as a reader, writer, critic and editor,
fails to do as much as it could to help us, I have evolved over time a set of
rough outlines to help me classify and describe some of those kinds of poetry
which I find most valuable to the society. If they are, in a sense, rather crude,
I apologize for their crudity: I certainly do not apologize for having them. The
list, it perhaps goes without saying, is far from comprehensive, and is presented
neither in order of importance nor in order of my preference. Once again, I
would stress that none of these categories - if that is what they are - is
exclusive, and that the best literature often performs several of these functions.
There is, firstly, a poetry which warns or guards, one might even say that
liberates in a very particular and fundamental way, by deliberately revealing
to us - as does, say, some of the poetry of A.D. Hope or of the younger poet,
John Tranter - the ultimate subjectivity of our thought-structures, all our
systems of classification and order. It is a poetry which, by revealing in its own
structures and thought-patterns - or, as in Tranter's case, in the mode of its
discourse, the manner in which it uses the language - the ways in which that
subjectivity can be exposed, enables us the better to withstand the various
insidious and factionalizing indoctrinations that our ideological climate offers
us. You could say that it self-consciously seeks to promote new ways of seeing,
and a healthy skepticism about the old.
If this kind of poetry does this self-consciously, there is, of course, also a
sense in which all poetry, by its very nature, does something of the same kind
unself-consciously. There is, that is to say, a sense in which all poetry, in as
much as it uses the words of the language in intense and demanding
combinations, as it twists and turns them, and focuses our minds upon them,
and uses them in new or unusual ways, showing us how many meanings they
can hold and how deceptive they can be, brushes them clean of all the fat and
gurry that they pick up in their everyday usage or, more importantly, in the
mouths of those politicians, advertisers, and other propagandists who might
otherwise manipulate us and who achieve a certain measure of their success
through appropriations of the language.
The second kind of poetry I would like to loosely outline might perhaps be
called the poetry of praxis or movement. It is a poetry which, if it does not
actually tell us how to behave or what to do, nonetheless encourages us to
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function, to do, in part perhaps by revealing to us a world that is calling for
our active engagement, and in part by taking us through certain rites-of-passage
that show us how at least one person, usually the poet, has tried to overcome
some of those narcissisms, those distractions, those fears and obsessions, which
can hold us back from action, can keep us too preoccupied with ourselves, too
little concerned for the wider society.
Thirdly - and this, though I have at times suspected that it is not fashionable
to talk about it, is also, I think, a very important kind - there is the poetry
of consolation, which tells us that it is alright to be human, to be fallible, to
be sorrowful or passionate, to grieve or to exalt; a poetry which takes features
of our everyday lives or emotional states and revels them to be worthy, to be
important, to have a place in a wider order of things; a poetry which articulates
for us those things about ourselves and our experience which we cannot well
articulate, and which, in so doing, helps us to become more articulate, helps
us toward some kind of fulfilment. It is poetry, if you like, as lullaby, and if
I, for one, prefer such lullabies to have some iron in their soul, in order to brace
and inform as well as to comfort us, I am not without respect and love for
poets and poems that have more simply sung our condition.
And this kind of poetry, though on the surface it sounds very different, is
at least in intention to some extent related to my fourth kind, a kind about
which we might take Brennan to have been writing in the passage already
quoted. This fourth, that is to say, is a poetry which, more or less by-passing
our rational comprehension, our fetish for analysis, answers through its
symbols, its sounds, its rhythms and its evocations, some deeper and less
explicable need in us for completion or expression of our sensual, emotional
or spiritual natures in a way that, say, music or painting does, but because
language is involved in this particular kind of music, seems to communicate
to us in a way that, if it is not very much like that in which we communicate
with others, is perhaps like that in which we speak, in the isolation of our own
minds, with the deeper levels of ourselves. It is a poetry, if you like, on the
borders of magic.
ON THE OTHER HAND
There is always an other hand. Any discussion of the nature and functions
of poetry would be dishonest if it did not include intimations of some of the
potential dangers or limitations of the form.
Nothing enters a poem that does not come out changed. This is at once a
cardinal virtue and something not always desirable. There is a sense in which
realism, in the poem, is impossible. T.S. Eliot might have introduced the "smell
of steaks in passageways", Isaac Rosenberg "A man's brains splattered onl A
stretcher-bearer's face", but such words, the moment they entered the poem,
became also clusters of phonemes, groups of syllables, stresses in a metrical
or rhythmic pattern - became, in other words, part of that poem's innate
struggling for rightness and beauty of form. Paradoxically, that which is
designed to horrify, dampen or disrupt becomes at the same time part of that
which, through rhythm, through vowell consonantal music, through wholeness,
roundness, or symmetry of form, is designed to please, to be regarded as
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successful to the degree to which it does not disrupt. And in some circumstances,
surely, it is as legitimate to argue that this is an obfuscation, an inhibition of
clear vision, as it is to see the horror as more shocking, the sordid as more
disruptive because in tension with a background (the poem's form) that imitates
the wholeness and rightness of the world.
But this is not all. When any such words, any such signifiers, enter a poem,
they become accountable as metaphor - subject, that is, to the assumption,
prevalent among their readers, that everything in a poem may be, and probably
is, something other than it :reems. In prose the metonymic predominates; in
poetry it is otherwise. A paragraph of a newspaper article re-set to look like
poetry will be read with different expectations, will be thought to mean more,
or other, than it did as prose. To the poet, a certain kind of direct speech becomes
difficult, becomes quite literally circumscribed: it will seem at times as if, in
order to say X, he or she will have to say Y, and so arrange the context that
X will be taken as the most likely meaning.
This is not to say that poets may not make any statements that they like.
It is merely to suggest that the clarity and force of those statements might
sometimes be undermined by an Other that intrudes. That this complication
may make the poem more faithful to the nature of things may not be much
consolation.
Poems are unruly beings. Even the best behaved can say things that were
not meant to be said. To a certain extent, poets must live in a state of chronic
ambivalence. To the extent that they are committed to the medium itself, rather
than to the things it can be used for, poetry might be said to threaten for them
the clear lines, the firm grasps, that are the premises of significant action, both
physical and mental. For the activist of any kind, poetry may be a good servant,
but a dangerous master. Anyone who engages with it seriously finds that it
expands significantly the negative capability. While I can only think that, for
the individual, this is a very good thing, I cannot but wonder whether the
tolerance thus extended to the unknown can not become, for society, a variant
of repressive tolerance. Withdrawal or estrangement from action is always,
ultimately, an affirmation of the status quo. One must ask whether chronic
ambivalence is not similar in its final effects.
If in these senses the poem's struggling for form can be seen as sometimes
circumscriptive, the form struggled for has also its limitations. Although many
of the older barriers of decorum have in this century been removed, and,
theoretically, there is now no word that cannot appear in a poem, no subject
that is not fit for poetry, still there are vast areas of human experience that
do not become poetry because their shape is not right. This is not to say that
attempts to make them poetry are not made, but that to the extent that
successful poetry is made of them the experience itself has been falsified. The
shapes of poetry and the shapes of experience are not always compatible. There
is something deductive, or summative, in the shape of most poems and in that
ideal poem-shape that is retained in the reader's mind as ~emplate - something
that demands that the conclusion of a poem in some way tally its contents,
learn from them a lesson, extract a shred of wisdom, or in some other way
draw them together or point out a common denominator. Not only does poetry
become in this way less a way of finding than a registration of what has been
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found, but it runs the risk of imposing false structures on experience, employing
its substantial arsenal of effects to ends more fundamentally rhetorical than
it may intend.
It is true that in recent decades Projective Verse has been offered as an
alternative, but it remains a minor and unpopular form. Perhaps some other
significant departure is called for. Or perhaps it is that language is always wiser
than its users, and that poetry, in its ambivalence, its ambidexterity, is serving
it, and us, in ways we do not as yet properly understand. Structural linguistics
has suggested, in effect, that language is the mirror of our own deep nature.
May it not be that poetry, in holding that mirror up to us, is helping to ensure
that, in our heady and sometimes dangerous flights of reason or fantasy, our
often-iconoclastic investigations of philosophy or ideology, we do not stray too
far away from that deep nature, that we have always at hand a template of
our own completer selves?
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CAROLE WILKINS

Baby.ln A Humidicrib

What wonders lie outside your strange craft
A sky of unblinking lights
Creatures that swim close, float away
You must be going to space walk soon
There are more tubes than an astronaut wears
And the blips on your screen are strong enough
You clench, unclench your fists
Remembering plastic-covered hands
And that touch on the back to help your breathing equipment
Does the journey frighten you?
Your ground crew knows the feeling
But spacemen must cope with metal and meteors
They're bringing your suit now
The capsule door is open
Time to pass into the universe
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JOHN GRIFFIN

A Dog For Three Days

One dead dog moves alone with the tide
upstream, past warehouses, past grey cranes
waiting for night to stretch over the sky.
One dead dog runs to the sea at dawn
when the river resumes its flood, and the gapes
of warehouse doors snatch mouthfuls of light.
Dead dog, dead dog, the tides are the knell
for your bloating. A bobbing jar, and a box
from a chicken farm drift down death with you.
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IRENE WETTENHALL

Fault Line

On vacant weekends
One is susceptible
To probing the geology
Of the mind.
Light fingers tap
The strata of time:
Beneath a regular pulse
Lies the fault line
Covered over by
The quiet industry
Of a life restored
And refurbished.
But stumble again
On the submerged rock
And the constructions
Of an existence
Tremble at the edge.
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SHANE McCAULEY

Teaching Hardy

The text is so clear - what else can these
Disciple eyeballs expect to learn?
Every time I discourse on Fate,
My threads unravel and I stand
Like a shaman at a neurological conference.
The Destiny angle can be deliberately
Down-played, the thoughts calculatedly
Haphazard. After all, this is the 20th Century
And these people are not from Haiti.
And yet, how often after they have giggled
At Chance, the Universal Powers, have
I heard enquiries about each other's Stars?
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BOOKS
David Malouf, Antipodes, Chatto and
Windusj The Hogarth Press, London,
1985.160pp, $19.95.
In The Pleasure of the Text Roland Barthes
asks why we read criticism - given its
proximity to joyless discourses like the
description of dreams or parties from which
we were absent. Why read about the pleasurable reading of another?l The question
seems pertinent to readers of reviews, in
particular. Part of Barthes' answer has to do
with the primary textuality of criticism itself,
which, if we are to extend his metaphor,
would identify the review not with the
bleached or tedious description of party or
dream but with a party within which another
party is glimpsed, a dream through which
another dream is discernable. This review is
intended to celebrate David Malouf's most
recent work, Antipodes, and to describe the
ultimately celebratory nature of Malouf's
writing, which denies sterility and annihilation in favour of change and transformation.

Antipodes is a collection of thirteen
forceful and elegant short stories which will
fulfill the expectations of those who are
familiar with Malouf's writing and which will
commend his work to new readers. The
stories are separate and contained, and there
is considerable diversity in locations, characters and events, yet certain preoccupations
emerge throughout. As we might expect from
Malouf's previous work, experience, transformation and knowingness are among the
central subjects of Antipodes. Malouf does
more than present the interaction between
character and phenomenal world for the sake
of sustaining the fictional illusion of authenticity, he depicts extremes of such interaction,
suggesting the possibility of mysterious
confrontations and breakthroughs. For
example the narrator of "Southern Skies", a
narcissistic teenager negotiating cultural and
sexual enigmas, finds a sense of selfperspective by looking through a telescope:
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... constellations I had known
since childhood as points of light
to be joined up in the mind ...
came together now, not as an
imaginary panhandle or bull's
head or belt and sword, but at
some depth of vision I hadn't
known I possessed, as blossoming
abstractions, equations luminously exploding out of their own
depths, brilliantly solving themselves and playing the results in
my head as real and visible music.
I felt a power in myself that might
actually burst out at my ears, and
at the same time saw myself. from
out there, as just a figure with his
eye to a lens.
Here sight is transformed into sound and the
experience of placement in the natural world
is so intense that the explicitly sexual caress
of an adult, which accompanies the narrator's
vision, is barely consciously registered.
Malouf's characters are far from solipsistic:
perception of the external world has the
capacity to change and enlighten the individual. And it is not simply the physical world
which influences the individual- characters
experience beneficial hallucinations and
premonitions. This is all essentially optimistic
and Malouf's fiction as a whole contains a
valuable acknowledgement of the human
capacity for growth and change. In An
Imaginary Life the dissolving of language,
meaning and companionship is followed by
fresh crystallisation, perception and identity
are transformed and the protagonist accepts
his changed state, his alien surroundings, and
comes close to an unsentimental identification with the natural world.
A closer look at many of the stories in
Antipodes reveals a variety of situations and
characters, but it also reveals the centrality of
affirmation. Malouf is particularly good at
describing the point when adolescent consciousness begins to fan out into adult
understanding. In "Sorrows and Secrets" a
~7

boy from the world of commercial empires
and golfing greens works with a gang of
timber getters in the bush. His father has sent
him, to qualify his priveleged background
and to teach him a lesson about common
humanity, but the suicide of the foreman
teaches him more than could have been
anticipated. For the protagonist of "Out of
the Stream", a ritualistic self-disembowellment, interrupted by his grandfather, is
echoed as he guts fish for their evening meal.
The carefully arranged emptying out and
dissemination of the self and the evisceration
of the fish are seperate but related incidents
which seem to represent the expansion and
consolidation of the adolescent identity.
Another group of stories is written from the
perspective of adults who need to recover and
accept past experiences which have been
repressed or denied. In "The Empty Lunchtin" a housewife has a vision which encourages her to let go of her ossified grief for her
dead son and experience a broader, yet
unsentimental compassion for men who have
been deprived of livelihood and life. "A
Traveller's Tale" contains the recollection of
an elderly and seemingly commonplace
woman, whose confession revives an exotic
past as the daughter of a Russian Grand Duke
and an Australian opera singer. The reminiscence is a triumph over decades of fear. All
of these stories are clearly affirmative, but
even those tales which describe distance, loss
and death are essentially positive. "That
Antic lezebel" describes a temporary lapse in
the defences, resources and contrivances of a
woman who has an obsessively cultivated
style (the Elizabeth Bay apartment, the one
good black dress, the single striking piece of
jewelery). Her capacity for self-scrutiny is
ultimately admirable. In "The Only Speaker
of his Tongue" the foreshadowed death of a
language is used to emphasise the imaginative
power of all language. "A Change of Scene"
illustrates social upheaval through event and
characterisation. A violent political coup has
wide historical implications when considered
from the point of view of a man who is
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investigating inscriptions on the ruins of a
pre-Christian civilisation, and a woman who
is the inheritor of a dislocated and partly
forgotten European culture. Their survival,
and that of their child, emphasises change, yet
continuity in human life and socialization.
We are like the cicadas among the ruins,
"whose generations beyond counting might
go back here to the beginnings. They were dug
in under stones, or they clung with shrill
tenacity to the bark of pines."
So much of the serious literature of this
century emphasises alienation, despair and,
for many writers, the inadequacies and
constraints of fictional representation.
Malouf's work acknowledges the power of
death and isolation, it is also extremely
conscious of its narrative qualities, but it does
not dwell on gloom or futility.
Antipodes has much to recommend it on
a formal level, for Malouf's prose is finely
textured, lyrical yet spare. Here is the
aftermath of a scene in which a man's last act,
before shooting himself, is to smash the jars
of preserved and spiced fruit which he has
prepared earlier in the year. His season, like
the mango season, has passed:
The remaining jars of chutney, all
shot through with gold as the sun
struck them, were still stacked in
a ruined pyramid in the grass. The
police found them difficult to fit
into the picture, and the others,
faced with them and with the dried
stains on the storehouse wall,
which looked almost natural, as if
the wood had experienced a new
flow of thick golden sap, turned
away in common embarrassment.
This is characteristic of Malouf's deft but
unobtrusive use of imagery. His style is not
merely descriptively appealing. Dialogue and
monologue are plausible and at times
comical. The self-mockery of this exchange
between adolescent boys in "Out of the
Stream" balances the ritualistic elements of
the story:
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... 'I figure,' Hughie told him now,
'that if I eat all that stuff they eat
on television - you know, potato
crisps, Cherry Ripe, Coke, all that
junk, I'll turn into a real Australian kid and have a top physique.
Isn't that what's supposed to
happen?'
'Maybe you'll turn into a real
American kid and stay skinny.'
The idea of the potential for change and
transformation, which is treated seriously in
the rest of Antipodes receives flippant
attention here.

Antipodes, as the blurb and the early
reviewers suggest, concerns opposites - but
the barriers between these opposites are not
always impermeable and the possibility of
movement between culture, between the
physical and the intangible, between the
world and the senses and the imagination,
constitute the affirmative dimension of the
collection. To achieve affirmation without
blandness or complacency, without earnestness or sentimentality, is cause for celebration.
Brenda Walker
I.

or

Roland Barties, The Plt'u.wre
the Text, Hill & Wang, New York.
1975, p.17.
.

Koch, The Doubleman, Chatto &
Windus/ The Hogarth Press, London,
1985,326pp,

C.],

I wonder whether I am the right person to
review The Doubleman, To read, yes, But
reviewing demands a certain judiciousness,
and I am as "old-fashioned" as Koch seems
to be, as prepared as the "Double man"
suggests he is, to see literature as a criticism
of life, as one of "the great traditional
agencies of moral awareness", I am also in
sympathy in many respects with the critique
of our society which his novel advances. I,
too, dislike ideology, I too see religiosity as
inimical if not to religion, at least to what has
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traditionally been called faith, and for this
reason I, too, would wish to belong to the
classical line of suspicion which flows from
the Enlightenment and through Marx,
Nietzsche and Freud into current critiques of
romanticism and of the will to power.
Nevertheless, passion is not the same thing as
prejudice, and as Lionel Trilling remarked,
not the least of the attractions of the notion
of culture is the passion which attends it, and
the commitment to understanding and
interpretation which is its result.
To think in cultural terms is to
consider human expressions not
only in their overt existence and
avowed intention, but in, as it
were, their secret life, taking
cognizance of the desires,
impulses which lie behind their
open formulation. 1

The Doubleman thinks in these terms. Its
concerns are not so much with character and
event as with the forces which shape them,
forces which Koch is old-fashioned enough to
see in ethical, even metaphysical terms. Its
story, told in the first person, is a story of
seduction, but seduction of the spirit rather
than of the body. Similarly, the world it
describes combines the seen with the unseen,
the present with the past, and the individual
with the general life. In this sense it is a
polemic, if a quiet one, against a onedimensional sense of self and world and
against the notion that ours is a secular
society. As one of the characters argues, far
from living in a rational age, we live in an age
of magic, and the crucial questions to be faced
are metaphysical, not just physical.
From the beginning when Richard Miller
meets the mysterious man in the lane on his
way to school in Hobart until the end of the
story when Miller looks down on the dead
body of Deirdre Dillon, what has been in
question is his control over his own life, his
own happiness. To anyone familiar with
traditional descriptions of him, Broderick
evidently figures even in the first meeting as
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the Evil One. Appearing as if from nowhere,
coming downhill as the boy climbs painfully
upwards, standing in shadow, slightly bent
over to the left, his hand in his left pocket "as
though he had a secret wound, which he held
to ease the pain", (p.5) the man's description
echoes traditional descriptions of the evil one.
The boy senses malevolence in him, too - "it
seemed to me that the man wanted me to be
crippled", and feels that it is "very important
to contest him" (p.6).

desires. It is also possible to see the
entertainment industry as a kind of collective
hallucination which alienates people from
themselves and their actual situation. Darcy
Burr becomes the leader of the pop group, the
Rymers, for whom Miller's cousin, Brian
Brady, plays, while in his turn under
Broderick's influence Miller leaves University
for the theatre and then goes to Sydney where
he finally becomes a T.V. producer and
entrepreneur for the Rymers.

As the story goes on, Miller falls increasingly under his influence, first of all through
his cousin, Brian Brady, to whom Broderick
sells a Spanish guitar and then becomes his
teacher, and then in his own right, through
the long conversations they share in Broderick's underground room -= the implications
of the underground, of the second-hand shop
he owns, like the mysterious way he seems to
come and go in people's lives, round out the
sense of him as an evil presence. But this is
made explicit by his disciple - "familiar"
might be a better word - Darcy Burr. It is
Burr who gives an account of Broderick's
belief. For him creation is double, not
unitary, ruled over by two conflicting powers,
good and evil. The visible, material world and
with it our physical bodies and their emotions
and desires is the province of evil. So this
world is not our home but a kind of prison.
The impulses of one's senses, desires and
instincts appear as alien and hostile to the true
self which is related to and derived from the
world of pure spirit, pure intelligence, which
is the world ofthe good. There is thus no such
thing as "sin" for the enlightened who live
according to this knowledge which makes
them masters of the world.

The surface realism of the novel is therefore
deceptive. For all their brilliant evocativeness, the vivid renderings of suburban Hobart
and the Tasmanian coast of Sydney in the
fifties and sixties, with its heat, the sudden
beauty of the Habour, the sleazy bars and
rooms of King's Cross, the bed sitters of
Rushcutters Bay and, further on, the great
houses and quiet streets of Rose Bay, in the
long run have an emptiness about them.
Partly, this derives from the first person
narration which transforms events into
consciousness. But more importantly the
emptiness belongs to the story itself, which is
about the loss of freedom, about becoming a
self which is more an absence than a presence.

This corresponds to the philosophy of the
Gnostics of the early Christian centuries and
later on of the Manichees. But Koch's point
is that it also applies today. Broderick himself
may not be an entirely believable figure, but
there is an amount of evidence to suggest that
people do exist who manipulate others from
the inside by playing on their emotions and
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This process, it seems to me, is the novel's
real subject. But the loss implied can only be
measured against the grain of habit and
fashion, by giving full weight to the sub-text,
not only to the mythical, indeed metaphysical
implications of Broderick's appearance,
behaviour and beliefs but also to the
suggestions implicit in the novel's opening
paragraph:
The bruise-coloured steeple of St
Augustine's was visible for miles
around on the hill of South
Hobart: a watch-tower over a
camp of fear. When I go back to
my native town and look up
Harrigan Street to that tower, I
still feel the old nausea, the old
dread. My case is scarcely unique;
as all too many others have
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testified, a Christian Brothers'
education in the 1950's had a fine
pitch of dread, unlikely to be
matched again. (p.3)
"Nausea" and "dread" are key words in
Sartre's and Kierkegaard's concept of
freedom and for them the sense of painful
ambiguity suggested here is central to a
proper sense of selfhood, of "an inescapable
awareness of man's [and woman's] contradictory place in the natural order of things"2.
This paradoxical sense, that human beings
are part of nature though they also transcend
it, is quite different from Broderick's unitary
sense of self. In contrast with the harsh world
of the Christian Brothers' School or even with
the world of Franciscan who asks the boy to
keep balancing between the claims of the seen
and the unseen, Broderick offers pleasure and
power and the certainty of being one of the
masterful ones. This offer is all the more
tempting to the young Miller who suffers
from polio and spends several years on
crutches. His paralysis, in fact, becomes a
kind of metaphor. As he recalls its first onset,
it fills him with a feeling of "evil emptiness"
and he is "seized with terror". The polio seems
to have "a mighty authority which said that
my whole life had been changed, that I had
been chosen" (p.ll) and Broderick appears
soon after to consummate that choice. But
even before that he has begun to turn away
to "the world of second-hand", "life at one
remove", to escape from his crippled body
into the fantasy world of fairy stories, comics,
radio programs, day dreams and so on.
Psychologically, of course, this is entirely
understandable. But Koch is making a further
point which has to do on the one hand with
the nature of evil and on the other with the
kind of society we live in. He sees evil not just
as a matter of choice, but also as a force, a
presence even, which exists over against the
individual will and works to seduce and
finally enslave iP The novel marks the stages
of this seduction beginning with this boy's
confusion about the boundaries between
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himself and the world and his dreams of
power. His affair with Deirdre Dillon whom
he meets at his cousin's farm by the sea grows
out of these dreams. For him she is the Elle
maiden who falls in love with the farm boy,
Artemis, the moon goddess and shapechanger. His feelings for her are part of the
longing for unity, the "oceanic feeling" which
resolves the anxieties of choice and separation by evading them, projecting the self and
its erotic desires on the cosmos:
It was the dangerous time, when
the extraordinary might happen.
Seagulls became brilliant as creatures sculpted from snow, wheeling above tangles of iodinecoloured kelp; and the rubbery
green creeper called pig-face, with
its blazing pink flowers, glowed
among the rocks like no earthly
plant. Spirits were watching us
from the marram grass, I thought,
and the salt-white chain of
beaches, going north up the coast,
reached amazing distances: tiny,
uttermost territories of spume and
violet mountains, no longer part
of the island, nor of any ordinary
world. (p.78).

This is beautiful but it is charged also with
a certain menace. The youth is also aware of
"some vast, Aboriginal mournfulness" which
the novel links with memories of the brutal
past, of convicts, sealers and shepherds and
the massacre of the Aboriginal people but
which may also echo Newman's idea of some
"aboriginal calamity", some triumph of evil
at the origin of human history which works
on us still. It is clear, too, that Richard Miller
is losing his freedom, falling under another's
control.
I was made to know that very few
initiatives could be mine; that few
things were allowed. I might hold
her decorously; I might kiss her
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and want to be kissed, and that
was all. (p.78)
Not long after this on his return to Hobart
he is drawn into Broderick's circle, away from
his childhood beliefs, to become involved
with the Rymers in Sydney. It is true that he
also falls in love with the Lithuanian refugee,
Katrin Valdes and marries her. But she too
becomes a member of the Rymers and there
is a strong sense of disappointment about the
marriage from which he had hoped for so
much.
All this suggests a pessimistic novel. In fact,
however, it is not. But what readers find
positive in it will differ ~ and this is where
we return to my original confession of
interest. Most reviewers have praised the
novel's sensuous immediacy, the vivid sense
of recognition it offers. But for me what
matters most about The Doubleman is the
sense it conveys of momentous actualities at
work within this recognisable world, shaping
it and giving it moral, indeed metaphysical
significance. This is not to say that the work
is dogmatic, much less didactic. Koch does
not preach. Rather in the person of his
narrator, Richard Miller, he is in process of
discovering the truth. It is the quiet urgency
of his story, his grasp on what has happened
to him, which involves the reader in this
discovery. But this urgency, I think, is not
really evident unless one understands and
appreciates where his story begins, in a
Catholic childhood. This is not to say that
Koch is exploiting what has become a subgenre in Australian literature but that he is
pushing it to the limit, to reveal the
possibilities implicit in it, possibilities of an
intensification of the individual and of the
historical situation.
From the beginning, even before Broderick
has affected him, Miller's world is multiple.
Mount Direction, to the east of his home in
Hobart is "not just a mountain ... [but] the
sign of an amazing Beyond", and that Beyond
works powerfully on him.
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Smaller and more domestic than
Mount Wellington ~ little more
than a hill ~ it has a cool
specialness, a music aire of marvel
the other peak lacks. It lies
sleeping at the gateway of light,
and across its double top where I
pick out the tiny heads of gums on
the eastern sky, there is another
distant dimension, signalled by a
strange green tinge low in the sky
at evening. There's a membrane
stretched across the air, if it split,
would I see God's face? (p.37)
Place is as much a psychic as a psychical
fact here. The individual exists at a point of
intersection between the visible and the
invisible. But that means, of course, that
history is not final, points beyond itself and
is measured by standards which lie beyond
itself ~ as the Franciscan tells the young
Richard Miller in the school yard.
What Broderick represents is the opposite,
an impatience to do away with this tension
between seen and unseen, to absorb all that
is visible into one overarching sense of
omnipotence. Here there is no longer
question of good and evil, only of pleasure
and power. But this is not just a philosophical
insight. Although he might be surprised by
the suggestion, Koch is echoing here the
critique of our society made by thinkers in the
Marxist and Freudian tradition. Broderick
may be a figure with theological implications
but he is also an embodiment of Foucault's
thesis that power today is internalised,
depends not on contesting or overmastering
the individual's desires but on satisfying
them. It "presents itself no longer in the form
of control by repression but that of control
by stimulation."4
Implicitly, then, The Doubleman is about
the dangers of totalitarianism. Like Orwell,
Koch is aware that it is not necessary to live
in a totalitarian state to succumb to its spirit.
This is the point made by the presence of the
Valdes family in the story. Katrin, seduced as
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a girl in a refugee camp in Europe, surrenders
at least for a time to the seduction of the
Rymers' world. But it is her father Anton who
makes the connection between the two kinds
of tyranny, seeing them both what are
ultimately in theological terms. People who
have lost belief in God also lose belief in man,
as Nietzsche saw, and begin instead to
worship monstrous projections of their own
desires. The great question of our time thus
becomes this question of idolatry, the
"sickness unto death" which comes from
surrendering responsibility for oneself to
others, masters and manipulators of the
imagination.
Koch seems to be aware that this is an
unfashionable reading of our situation as he
makes Anton Valdes speak to Miller's
scepticism:
"Y ou think this is not so, Richard?
It is the worst sickness of all.
Many have it now. Adolf Hitler
had it, who has smashed Europe
in pieces. I have heard that
towards the end Hitler began to
see the devil ... You will say that
Hitler was insane. That is a
sentimentality of the present time:
to explain all evil as insanity. Not
to believe that monstrous things
can be done by people who are
sane". (pp.2l6-7).
Many readers, too, will probably reject this
as an old man's fanaticism. But I think this
is an important point in the book. It
establishes a connection between the world of
popular entertainment, of drugs and mass
sensation, and the tyranny of a Hitler or a
Stalin, but establishes it at a metaphysical
level, suggesting that the crucial issue today
is one of belief. Losing his belief in Christianity, Richard Miller succumbs to an ideology
which the novel suggests is far more tyrannical, far more destructive of individual
freedom and dignity. Far from being an age
of unbelief, ours is an age of idolatry, of
magic.
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Although this may seem a conservative
reading of our situation, it is also a radical
one, stemming as it ultimately does from
Marx, Nietzsche and Freud. In this sense it
is a work of demystification. But it is
important to realise that means it is a work
in search of the possibility of real belief, what
Ricoeur calls the "available believable".
Beyond its suspicion and beyond the work of
deciphering which Koch engages in here there
is an affirmation, the attempt to restore us to
control over our own lives, to stop this
"bleeding away" of substance into false
absolutes, into ideology5. What is important
is to realise what is happening, to name the
evil and - Koch implies - to be aware of
it as something which really exists and whose
existence is confined by experience at the
historical as well as individual level. Evil, that
is to say is not just ethical, not just an
invention of human freedom but a given, "an
intelligible action preceding all experience",
something beyond the merely natural. 6
No doubt this sounds like nonsense to
many people - a mark, of course, of our
cultural estrangement, of "the cultural
distance between, on the one hand, our world
and our discourse of modern man and, on the
other hand, the cultural expressions and the
cultural world''7 of Christianity. The Doubleman at one and the same time expresses this
estrangement and attempts to end it. But it
does this not by proposing solutions. Instead,
Miller's story ends inconclusively, with the
realization of the emptiness of Broderick's
"world of second-hand". But this realization
may be the beginning of a more truthful
consciousness. So Thomas Merton wrote
about his response to Camus' The Plague.
I just finished it, and it is very true
and sobering. The plague is
unq uestionably irrefutable. It
need not silence a stoical joy.
What is real is the emptiness
which is always on the side of
Being not of non-being. 8
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For me The Doubleman, too, offers this
stoical joy and its apparent emptiness is on
the side of Being.
Veronica Brady
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